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1.       COMMERCIAL MATTER 

 
The undersigned hereby certifies under penalty of perjury that KYTV, 999 W. Sunshine Springfield, 

Missouri, as a standard practice, formats and airs the children’s programs (produced primarily for children 

aged 12 and under) listed on Attachment 1 within the limits set forth by the Children’s Television Act of 

1990.  To the extent that KYTV has relied on information provided by networks or syndicators, attachment 

II provides copies of such documentation.  To the extent that there have been any inadvertent overages 

during the quarter covered by this report, such instances, if any, are described in Attachment III. 

 

 

      2. EDUCATIONAL INFORMATION PROGRAMMING DESIGNED FOR 

   CHILDREN (16 AND UNDER) 
 

A. Broadcast programs (Descriptions at Attachment A) 

 

PROGRAMMING FURNISHED BY THE NBC NETWORK – SATURDAYS/ NBC 

PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENTS TARGETED TO CHILDREN 16 AND 

UNDER. (DESCRIPTIONS OR LIST AT ATTACHMENT A) 

 

 The Chica Show  9-9:30am 

 Noodle & Doodle  9:30-10:00am 

 Justin Time  10:00am-10:30am 

 Tree Fu Tom  10:30am-11:00am 

 Lazytown   11-11:30am 

 Zou   11:30am-12pm 

 

 

B. Broadcast Segments & PSA’s (Descriptions or list at Attachment B) 
 

2. NON-BROADCAST EFFORTS DIRECTED AT CHILDREN 

 

WEATHERSCHOOL 

 
 KY3 CELEBRATES ITS 23rd YEAR WITH THE “WEATHER- 

 SCHOOL” EDUCATIONAL PARTNERSHIP IN 2013/2014. THE 

 ATTACHED ARTICLE FROM SCHOOLS & COMMUNITY: 

 A PUBLICATION OF THE MISSOURI STATE TEACHERS 

 ASSOCIATION, DESCRIBES HOW THE PROGRAM RUNS 

 AND IT’S VALUE TO TEACHERS. 



 
 IN A NUTSHELL, KY3 PURCHASES KITS TO HELP EDUCATORS 

 TEACH WEATHER (A STATE REQUIRED SUBJECT FOR 5TH 

 GRADERS). IN ADDITION TO A TEACHING GUIDE KIT, THE 

 TEACHERS GET CLOUD CHARTS AND ACCOMPANYING  

 COMPUTER SOFTWARE.  TEACHERS HAVE BEEN ABLE TO  

 INTEGRATE SCIENCE, ENGLISH, SPEECH AND MANY OTHER 

 SKILLS INTO TEACHING OF WEATHER/METEOROLOGY WITH 

 THE PROGRAM. 

 
 ON AIR, KY3 FEATURES “WEATHERSCHOOL” QUESTIONS 

 DURING THE 6AM AND 6PM NEWS WHICH ARE ANSWERED 

 AT THE END OF THE BROADCAST.  IN ADDITION, THE KY3 

 WEATHER STAFF REGULARLY MAKES APPEARANCES IN 

 SCHOOLS TO ENHANCE THE LESSONS.   

 

 

A LIST OF TALENT APPEARANCES IS ATTACHED. 

 

 

 STATION TOURS ARE ATTACHED. 

 

            HEALTHFACTS REQUESTS 

 
 Page views on the website:   5,731 

 TOTAL YEAR TO DATE =  25,421 

 

 Name:  Janet Furneaux 

 Title:    Executive Assistant 

 Date:   July 9, 2014 

 

ATTACHMENT A 
 

PROGRAMMING FURNISHED BY THE NBC NETWORK 
SPECIFICALLY DESIGNED TO SERVE THE EDUCATION AND INFORMATIONAL NEEDS OF 

CHILDREN 16 AND UNDER. 
 

 

PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENTS – NBC 

   
  TARGETED TO CHILDREN 16 AND UNDER. 

    

 

 YOUTH ISSUES – SEE ISSUES/PROGRAMMING 
   

 

PSA’S 

 

SEE THIS QUARTER’S ISSUES FILE FOR APRIL, MAY AND JUNE 2014 PSA 

LISTING 



Date Time Type Group # in Group

7-Apr 10:00 AM tour only St. Elizabeth Ann Seton Kindergarten: WX!!! 20+
9-Apr 11:30 AM tour and news College/Ozarks Media/ Journalism Class 18

10-Apr 11:30 AM tour and news
Parkview HS Media  (ex employee) LUNCH IN 

COMM ROOM 20'ish
11-Apr 11:30 AM tour and news College/Ozarks Media/ Journalism Class 18
11-Apr 4:30 PM tour and news Tiger Scouts from St. Eliz. Ann Seton 15
15-Apr 11:30 AM tour and news Branson H.S. Meteorology Class ** WX!!!** 20
16-Apr 11:30 AM tour and news Sommersville HS broadcast/meteorology class 25
17-Apr 11:30 AM tour and news St. Mary's School (Pierce City) 7&8 grad 12

22-Apr 11:30 AM tour and news Ava video production Class 15-20
24-Apr 11:30 AM tour and news Springfield Pub Schools 6
25-Apr 11:30 AM tour and news Berean Christian Academy in Monett 6
29-Apr 11:30 AM tour and news Clever Schools: Special Education Class 12
30-Apr 11:30 AM tour and news Junction Hill 7th Grade (INTEREST IN WX) 20
2-May 10:30 AM tour only El Dorado Springs 5th Gr. SPLIT INTO GROUPS 100
5-May 4:30 PM tour and news homeschool co-op

6-May 10:00 AM tour only 2nd Grade Fair Grove 84
6-May 3:00 PM tour/ KSPR 4PM MSU TV Prod. Class & KSPR 4PM NEWSCAST!

7-May 11:30 AM tour and news Boswell Elem. Lebanon, MO 5th Grade AV Club 17
7-May 4:30 PM tour and news cub scouts strafford 10
8-May 11:30 AM tour and news Licking  Scholastic Journalism & College Comm 25
9-May 11:30 AM tour and news Exeter Elementary 5th Grade 25

12-May 4:30 PM tour and news Tiger Cubs 10
14-May 11:30 AM tour and news Weaubleau 7th Grade

16-May 10:00 AM tour only Houston R-1 5th Grade Elementary 80+
20-May 11:30 AM tour and news Licking FBLA & FCCLA groups 25
21-May 11:30 AM tour and news Clark Mental Health  Center 25
23-May 10:00 AM tour only Sherwood Elementary 1st Grade 38
27-May 11:30 AM tour and news exchange student and host family 4
10-Jun 7:00 AM tour and news Richards Elem. West Plains

19-Jun 11:30 AM tour and news Conway J.H. SCIENCE: TALK TO WX PERSON 8
23-Jun 10:00 AM tour only Plato Elementary grades 3-5 75
24-Jun 10:00 AM tour only Plato Elementary grades k, 1st, 2nd grades 86
23-Jun 2:30 PM tour only Cambridge (CLIENT) 15-20

Station Tours 2014
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Consumer Reports 

2nd Quarter 2014 

Topic Show Date Duration Synopsis 

Medical Errors KY3 News at 6 4/2/2014 3:52 

They take an oath to do no harm, but medical 
mistakes happen. 
A new report shows how often those mishaps occur 
in hospitals. Consumer Reports finds too many 
patients get the wrong drugs, fail to get needed tests 
or treatments, or develop infections that could have 
been prevented. 
 

 

T Mobile’s new 

Offer 
KY3 News at 6 4/1/2014 3:23 

Cellular company T-Mobile is working hard to get 
people to leave their current provider 
Consumer Reports looked to see if the switch is 
worth it. 
Ashley Reynolds has the results. 

Medical Errors 
KY3 News at 9 

on CW 
4/2/2014 1:27 

They take an oath to do no harm, but medical 
mistakes happen. 
A new report shows how often those mishaps occur 
in hospitals. Consumer Reports finds too many 
patients get the wrong drugs, fail to get needed tests 
or treatments, or develop infections that could have 
been prevented. 
 

Hospital Rankings KY3 News at 6 4/3/2014 1:23 

They take the oath to do no harm, but they're 
humans and errors happen. 
Consumer Reports examined several areas of 
patient safety including mortality, readmission and 
infections. 
Overall, Springfield hospitals fared well. 
Earlier, we talked with Doris Peter with Consumer 
Reports via satellite. 

Hospital Rankins 
KY3 News at 9 

on CW 
4/3/2014 1:25 

The results are in on how well hospital workers do 
their job. Consumer Reports released their hospital 
ratings. 
 



Hospital Rankings 
KY3 News at 

10 
4/3/2014 1:24 

The results are in on how well local hospital workers 
do their job. Consumer Reports released its 
hospital ratings. 
 

Hospital Rankings Ozarks Today 2 4/4/2014 :28 
Hospitals in the Ozarks are making improvements to 
care after a Consumer Reports rating. 
 

Hospital Rankings Ozarks Today 4 4/4/2014 :28 
Hospitals in the Ozarks are making improvements to 
care after a Consumer Reports rating. 
 

Hospital Rankings 
Ozarks Today 6 

On CW 
4/4/2014 :28 

Hospitals in the Ozarks are making improvements to 
care after a Consumer Reports rating. 
 

Good Food Gone 

Bad 
KY3 News at 6 4/4/2014 4:06 

You could call it 'good food going bad.' 
It's when otherwise healthy food - ends up being not 
so good for you. 
 

Supermarket 

Savings 

KY3 News at 9 

on CW 
4/6/2014 3:38 

The average American makes 88 trips a year to the 
grocery store...and spends around 6-thousand 
dollars. 
     Consumer Reports can help you find the best 
place to put all that time and money. 
     Contact KY3's Ashley Reynolds has more. 

Super High 

Performance Tires 
KY3 News at 6 4/7/2014 3:22 

High-performance tires aren't just for luxury cars 
anymore.  They now show up on mid-priced models. 
 

Toyota Recall Ozarks Today 1 4/9/2014 :31 

A K-Y-3 consumer alert this morning for Toyota 
drivers...The automaker is recalling more than six 
million vehicles--- 
 

Smartwatches KY3 News at 6 4/9/2014 3:36 

tonight we're looking at the best in smartwatches.  
You're likely to start seeing these new accessories 
on a lot of wrists.  
     Consumer Reports put some to the test... to see 
if they're worth your time, and money 

Tootbrush Drill 

Down 

KY3 News at 9 

on CW 
4/13/2014 2:50 

For something so simple, there are a lot of choices 
when it comes to toothbrushes. 
     Drugstore.com lists more than 400 different kinds.  
     Consumer Reports helps you buy the right one. 



Easter Spending KY3 News at 6 4/14/2014 2:51 
Retailers hope the warmer weather....after today that 
is... and an upcoming holiday weekend will put a 
spring in the steps of consumers. 

Easter Eggs KY3 News at 6 4/16/2014 3:18 

It doesn't matter which came first anymore, when 
you go to buy eggs, the eggs have clearly taken 
over. 
     The choices seem endless and prices can vary 
widely.  
     Consumer Reports looked into it and found that 
not all eggs are what they're cracked up to be. 
 

Smartphone Thefts KY3 News at 6 4/18/2014 3:30 

Most of us don't go anywhere without them, but few 
of us protect them. 
We are taking about our beloved smartphones. 
     And smartphone thefts are way up. 

CR home 

Insurance 

KY3 News at 9 

on CW 
4/20/2014 3:49 

When a storm slams through your front door, the 
damages you suffer are often determined by fate.  
But how easily you can pick up the pieces might be 
determined by your home insurer.  
Consumer Reports found out which companies 
offer the best protection if disaster strikes. 

Good Food Gone 

Bad 
Ozarks Today 2 4/22/2014 5:50 

When good food goes bad. 
     Here's why you may want to double check those 
food labels next time you go to the grocery store 

Good Food Gone 

Bad 
Ozarks Today 4 4/22/2014 2:13 

When good food goes bad. 
     Here's why you may want to double check those 
food labels next time you go to the grocery store 

High Chair Danger Ozarks Today 1 4/23/2014 1:28 

Consumer Reports says although it may seem like 
obvious advice.  
     Make sure to always keep an eye on children 
when they are in the high chair, even when they're 
buckled up 

High Chair Danger Ozarks Today 3 4/23/2014 1:28 

Consumer Reports says although it may seem like 
obvious advice.  
     Make sure to always keep an eye on children 
when they are in the high chair, even when they're 
buckled up 

High Chair Danger 
Ozarks Today 5 

On CW 
4/23/2014 1:28 

Consumer Reports says although it may seem like 
obvious advice.  



     Make sure to always keep an eye on children 
when they are in the high chair, even when they're 
buckled up 

Pancake Syrup 

Concerns 

KY3 News at 9 

on CW 
4/27/2014 4:27 

a potential carcinogen discovered in certain kinds of 
caramel colors have experts testing other products... 
     including several brands of pancake syrups.  
     As you're about to see - the results underscore 
why consumers should be aware of how much food 
they eat that lists caramel color on the label. 

Vacation Rental 

Scam 
KY3 News at 6 4/29/2014 3:29 

We recently warned you about rental scams. 
Crooks take legitimate listings, then con you into 
paying a bogus landlord. 
As Consumer Reports found out ---  condos and 
beach-houses are not immune. 

Vacation Rental 

Scam 

KY3 News at 9 

on CW 
4/29/2014 3:15 

As we inch toward summer - you may be looking for 
the perfect family getaway. 
     But you'll want to be careful browsing online 
vacation rentals. 

Cruise Ship 

Sickness 
KY3 News at 6 4/30/2014 3:26 

Consumer Reports looked at some of the recent 
outbreaks of illness on cruise ships, and tells us how 
to avoid a health care crises on the high seas.  
More from Contact Ky3's Ashley Reynolds: 

Smart Homes KY3 News at 6 5/1/2014 3:37 

More and more products are available to control your 
home's lights, locks, and appliances from apps.  
     Ashley Reynolds shows us those tested by 
Consumer Reports to see which ones to pick... and  
to skip. 

Bug Repellant KY3 News at 6 5/2/2014 3:55 

Consumer Reports has some advice on how to 
avoid bug bites, and at the same time limit your 
exposure to dangerous chemicals in insect 
repellents. 

Online Shopping 

Tools 

KY3 News at 9 

on CW 
5/4/2014 4:21 

Shopping for clothes online can offer a limitless 
selection.  
     The trouble is the clothes often don't fit.  
     That's the reason for 70 percent of returns 

Mother’s Day 

Flowers 
KY3 News at 6 5/9/2014 3:19 

1-800 flowers and FTD are the go to places to make 
sure your mother gets an arrangement.  
     Buyer beware of the wow factor.  
     What you see isn't necessarily what you get. 



CR Top Deck 
KY3 News at 9 

on CW 
5/11/2014 4:19 

Warm weather might have you planning more 
barbeques and family gatherings. 
     But is your deck starting to show its age? 
     Consumer Reports tested 29 stains, including 
one that claims you don't have to wait between 
washing your deck-- and applying the stain 

Hotel ID Theft KY3 News at 6 5/14/2014 3:19 

The travel season is heating up...and some popular 
hotel and motel chains could be vulnerable to 
hackers.  
And that could ruin more than just your vacation 

Prescription Drug 

Usage 
Ozarks Today 2 5/15/2014 :21 

A new C-D-C reports shows more Americans are 
relying on prescription drugs. 
About half of us are taking them.  The report also 
shows 10 percent of Americans are taking more than 
*four prescriptions every month. Not all of these are 
coming from doctors either.  Direct-to-consumer 
advertising for all drugs more than tripled between 
19-96 and 2005.### 
 

Prescription Drug 

Usage 
Ozarks Today 4 5/15/2014 :21 

A new C-D-C reports shows more Americans are 
relying on prescription drugs. 
About half of us are taking them.  The report also 
shows 10 percent of Americans are taking more than 
*four prescriptions every month. Not all of these are 
coming from doctors either.  Direct-to-consumer 
advertising for all drugs more than tripled between 
19-96 and 2005.### 
 

Prescription Drug 

Usage 

Ozarks Today 6 

ON CW 
5/15/2014 :21 

A new C-D-C reports shows more Americans are 
relying on prescription drugs. 
About half of us are taking them.  The report also 
shows 10 percent of Americans are taking more than 
*four prescriptions every month. Not all of these are 
coming from doctors either.  Direct-to-consumer 
advertising for all drugs more than tripled between 
19-96 and 2005.### 
 

CR Top Grills 
KY3 News at 9 

on CW 
5/18/2014 4:21 

Sizzling burgers on the grill can set the stage for 
happy summer memories.  
     But grill manufacturers have seen better times. 



     Sales and prices have mostly stalled.  
     Which could be good news for you if you're in the 
market for a new gas grill 

Best Sunscreens Ozarks Today 2 5/21/2014 :29 

Sun block is also staple of the summer season. 
But a new report warns... not all sunscreen contains 
the S-P-F protection promised on the label. 
Consumer Reports tested 20 brands. Just two 
provided the amount of protection listed on the 
bottle. 
That's because manufacturers are required to test 
their products, but they are not verified. Seven 
sunscreens are being recommended by Consumer 
Reports. 
From Coppertone and Bullfrog...to store brands from 
Walmart and Target 

Best Sunscreens Ozarks Today 4 5/21/2014 :29 

Sun block is also staple of the summer season. 
But a new report warns... not all sunscreen contains 
the S-P-F protection promised on the label. 
Consumer Reports tested 20 brands. Just two 
provided the amount of protection listed on the 
bottle. 
That's because manufacturers are required to test 
their products, but they are not verified. Seven 
sunscreens are being recommended by Consumer 
Reports. 
From Coppertone and Bullfrog...to store brands from 
Walmart and Target 

Best Sunscreens 
Ozarks Today 6 

on CW 
5/21/2014 :29 

Sun block is also staple of the summer season. 
But a new report warns... not all sunscreen contains 
the S-P-F protection promised on the label. 
Consumer Reports tested 20 brands. Just two 
provided the amount of protection listed on the 
bottle. 
That's because manufacturers are required to test 
their products, but they are not verified. Seven 
sunscreens are being recommended by Consumer 
Reports. 
From Coppertone and Bullfrog...to store brands from 
Walmart and Target 



Teen Drivers KY3 News at 6 5/21/2014 4:10 

Car accidents are the number one cause of death for 
teenagers.  
Teens are inexperienced drivers, and they tend to 
speed.  
Consumer Reports tested devices you can install in 
the car to keep tabs on your teen driver and help 
prevent a tragic accident. 

Office Depot Chair 

Recall 
KY3 News at 6 5/22/2014 1:04 

///A consumer alert to tell you about tonight. 
     Office Depot is recalling more than one million 
black office chairs. 

Best Sunscreens 
KY3 News at 9 

on CW 
5/25/2014 4:12 

We're heading into the summer months which 
means more time outside.  
     What should you look for when buying this 
season's sunscreen?  
     A survey finds half of sunscreen wearers say-- 
what's most important is the S-P-F or sun protection 
factor.  
     But new lab tests reveal you can't always rely on 
that claim. 

Spruce up your car 
KY3 News at 9 

on CW 
5/26/2014 3:06 

Warmer weather usually means spring-cleaning, and  
     that goes for your car as well.  
     Washing is easy, but if the trim is dull or the paint 
is scratched, it won't look great.  
     Consumer Reports tested two types of products 
that claim to solve those problems. 
     KY3's Ashley Reynolds has the results. 

Lawn Mowers 
KY3 News at 9 

on CW 
6/1/2014 3:38 

Mowing season is here. 
     Consumer Reports tested more than 100 lawn 
mowers.          It now has some recommendations so 
you'll get a great cut. 
     Contact Ky3's Ashley Reynolds has the results. 

No Contract Cell 

Phones 
KY3 News at 5  6/5/2014 4:09 

It's the new trend in cell phone service, no contract. 
Contact Ky3's Ashley Reynolds explains what 
sounds like a good deal ... Might not always be true 

Computer Gestures 
KY3 News at 9 

on CW 
6/8/2014 3:42 

Interacting with your computer has come a long way.  
First was the keyboard and mouse.  
Then the touch screen.  
And now - touch screens you don't touch!  
Consumer Reports took a look at one to see how 
well they work. 



Computer Gestures KY3 News at 6 6/11/2014 3:10 

Interacting with your personal computer has come a 
long way.  
First was the keyboard and mouse. Then the touch 
screen. 

Air Conditioning KY3 News at 6 6/12/2014 3:09 

Portable A.C. units sound like an easy solution for 
cooling a room that can't accommodate a window air 
conditioner.  
But many are returned by unhappy customers.  
Consumer Reports tested to see if there are some 
good choices. 

Salad Dressing 
KY3 News at 9 

on CW 
6/15/2014 3:06 

Summer is salad time and supermarkets have shelf 
after shelf of dressings.  
How to choose? The biggest sellers are Hidden 
Valley and Kraft, but Consumer Reports found 
tastier options. 

Nail Polish 
KY3 News at 9 

on CW 
6/22/2014 4:13 

The nail-care industry has enjoyed a lot of growth in 
the past few years, as women head to salons for 
specialty services like gel manicures and pedicures.  
     But for a simple color change, women prefer to 
do it themselves.  
     In tonight's Consumer Reports--we've tested 
polishes to find the longest-lasting brand that will 
keep you happy longer. 

Safe & Healthy 

Grilling 
Ozarks Today 2 6/24/2014 3:49 

Summer is also the big barbecue season. 
Karin Caifa explains how to become a master of the 
grill.... From choosing the right meat, to keeping your 
guests safe. 
 

Safe & Healthy 

Grilling 
Ozarks Today 4 6/24/2014 3:49 

Summer is also the big barbecue season. 
Karin Caifa explains how to become a master of the 
grill.... From choosing the right meat, to keeping your 
guests safe. 
 

Safe & Healthy 

Grilling 

Ozarks Today 6 

on CW 
6/24/2014 3:49 

Summer is also the big barbecue season. 
Karin Caifa explains how to become a master of the 
grill.... From choosing the right meat, to keeping your 
guests safe. 
 



Getting Free Stuff KY3 News at 6 6/25/2014 3:13 

If you think there's no such thing as free lunch, think 
again. 
There are lots of products you can get online without 
having to pay a cent. 
Consumer Reports found the best freebies - 
everything from cosmetics to pet food. 

Protecting 

Electronics 
KY3 News at 6 6/27/2014 3:28 

Vacation coming up?  
Chances are you'll be packing a lot of electronics.  
Consumer Reports survey found 94 percent of us 
don't leave home without at least one device and 
vacationers take along three on average. 

Sunscreen For Kids 

Ozarks Today 

Weekend 

Edition 

6/29/2014 3:36 

When you go buy some sunscreen at the store, is it 
really made for children?  
Well, about a third of us buy a sunscreen that claims 
to be made for kids.  
And many choose one that's doctor-recommended, 
according to a Consumer Reports survey. 

Sunless Tanners 
KY3 News at 9 

on CW 
6/29/2014 4:08 

If you're craving a nice summer glow but have 
concerns about U-V protection--then a self-tanner 
could be the answer. Consumer Reports checked 
out six popular tanning sprays and lotions-- to see if 
they offer a golden tan as promised. Contact Ky3's 
Ashley Reynolds has the results. 

Not So Natural 

Foods 
KY3 News at 6 6/30/2014 3:26 

One of the latest lures in the grocery aisle - food 
labeled "natural."  
It sounds like a better choice, right?  
In fact, a just-released Consumer Reports' survey 
found that 59 percent of people look for foods 
labeled "natural" when they shop. 

 



 

1st Quarter 2014 

PUBLIC APPEARANCES 

 

Public Appearances 

Who Description Group  City Date 

Ethan 

Forhetz 
Emcee  Fireworks at The Field Springfield June 29 

Sara Forhetz Emcee  Fireworks at The Field Springfield June 29 

Steve Grant Speaker/Prayer 
Central Assembly of God: Celebrate 

America 
Springfield June 29 

Brandon 

Beck 
Speaker Hartville Library Hartville, MO June 11 

Sara Forhetz Speaker Strafford H.S. Journalism Class Strafford, MO April 7 

Sara Forhetz Panelist Women’s living Expo Springfield April 4 

Brandon 

Beck 
Speaker Orchard Crest Baptist Church Springfield April 26 

Abby Dyer Presentation (Speaker) Greene County Park Board Springfield April 1 

Abby Dyer Speaker Mt. Grove Senior Group Mt. Grove, MO April 24 

Sara Forhetz 
Board of Directors 

Meeting 

Victory Mission Board of Directors 

Meeting 
Springfield April 24 

Sara Forhetz Speaker Walnut Grove Baptist Church Walnut Grove May 2 

Sara Forhetz Speaker Kiwanis Club of Springfield Springfield May 8 

Abby Dyer Speaker Creekside at Elfindale  Springfield May 22 

Abby Dyer Speaker Little Sunshine  Springfield April 14 



Brandon 

Beck 
Speaker Truman Army Corp Truman Lake April 30 

Ethan 

Forhetz 
Emcee Rockin’ Ribs Springfield May 14 

Mike Landis Emcee Step Up For Down Syndrome Springfield May 28 

Mike Landis Speaker Sertoma Club Springfield May 8 

Ashley 

Reynolds 
Speaker 

Springfield Public Schools Summer 

Program 
Springfield June 9 

Lisa Rose Emcee Gynca Springfield April 28 

Lisa Rose Emcee 
Branches At Brookline:  

Disabled Adult Living 
Brookline, MO May 3 

Lisa Rose Host 
Children’s Miracle Network Hospitals 

Telethon 
Springfield June 1 

Lisa Rose Emcee Relay For Life  Springfield May 30 

Lisa Rose Reading 
Brentwood Library: Story 

Break/Reading to Kids 
Springfield June 16 

Ethan 

Forhetz 
Reading 

Christian Co. Library: Story 

Break/Reading to Kids 
Ozark, MO June 4 

Lisa Rose Emcee Gift of Time Springfield June 24 

Ethan 

Forhetz 
Host 

Children’s Miracle Network Hospitals 

Telethon 
Springfield June 1 

Paula 

Morehouse 
Host 

Children’s Miracle Network Hospitals 

Telethon 
Springfield May 31 

Ned 

Reynolds 
Host 

Children’s Miracle Network Hospitals 

Telethon 
Springfield June 1 

Paul Adler Host 
Children’s Miracle Network Hospitals 

Telethon 
Springfield June 1 

Maria 

Neider 
Host 

Children’s Miracle Network Hospitals 

Telethon 
Springfield May 31 



Brandon 

Beck 
Host 

Children’s Miracle Network Hospitals 

Telethon 
Springfield May 31 

Joe Hickman Host 
Children’s Miracle Network Hospitals 

Telethon 
Springfield June 1 

Steve Grant Host 
Children’s Miracle Network Hospitals 

Telethon 
Springfield June 1 

Chad Plein Host 
Children’s Miracle Network Hospitals 

Telethon 
Springfield June 1 

Emily Wood Host 
Children’s Miracle Network Hospitals 

Telethon 
Springfield June 1 

Emily Wood Emcee Lucas Oil Speedway KY3 Night Wheatland, MO April 19 

Steve Grant Emcee Lucas Oil Speedway KY3 Night Wheatland, MO April 19 

Ron Hearst Host 
Children’s Miracle Network Hospitals 

Telethon 
Springfield June 1 

Maria 

Neider 
Reading 

Fair Grove Library: Story 

Break/Reading to Kids 
Fair Grove, MO June 6 

Emily Wood Reading 
Strafford Library: Story 

Break/Reading to Kids 
Strafford, MO June 13 

Brandon 

Beck 
Reading 

Ash Grove Library: Story 

Break/Reading to Kids 
Ash Grove, MO June 26 

Paul Adler Appearance One Run For Boston Springfield April 1 

Paul Adler Emcee Show Me State Games Springfield April 8 

Paul Adler Meeting  Salvation Army Executive Committee Springfield April 15 

Paul Adler Meeting Salvation Army Advisory Board Springfield April 17 

Paul Adler Appearance Go Girl Half Marathon Springfield April 19 

Paul Adler Meeting Salvation Army Executive Committee Springfield May 6 



Paul Adler Emcee  DARE Graduation Rogersville, MO May 7 

Paul Adler Meeting Salvation Army Advisory Board Springfield May 8 

Paul Adler Emcee 
Salvation Army Donor Appreciation 

Luncheon 
Springfield May 13 

Paul Adler Emcee 
Lost and Found Grief Center Balloon 

Release 
Springfield May 22 

Paul Adler Meeting Salvation Army Executive Committee Springfield June 10 

Paul Adler Meeting  Salvation Army Advisory Board Springfield June 12 

Paul Adler Emcee Red Cross Run for Rediness Springfield June 21 

Maria 

Neider 
Appearance Landers Theatre Opening  Springfield April 3 

Maria 

Neider 
Emcee Springfield Ballet Mother/Daughter Tea Springfield April 6 

Maria 

Neider 
Volunteer Just Between Friends Springfield April 7 

Maria 

Neider 
Volunteer Just Between Friends Springfield April 8 

Maria 

Neider 
Appearance Easter At Rutledge Wilson Springfield April 12 

Maria 

Neider 
Celebrity Guest Leukemia & Lymphoma Society Springfield April 16 

Maria 

Neider 
Model GYNCA Fashion Show Springfield April 21 

Maria 

Neider 
Emcee The Victim Center/ Breakfast of Hope Springfield April 28 

Maria 

Neider 
Charity Bartender 

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society/ Celebrity 
Shakeoff 

Springfield April 30 

Maria 

Neider 
Team Member 

St. Elizabeth Ann Seton Church/ Charity 
Trivia Night 

Springfield May 3 



Maria 

Neider 
Model Victim Center/Fashion Show Springfield May 10 

Maria 

Neider 
Emcee Rock N Ribs Springfield May 10 

Maria 

Neider 
Committee Chair Used Uniform Sale Springfield May 21 
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      July 8, 2014 
 
    

 
      Dear Affiliate Partner: 

 
To assist you in complying with the reporting requirements for children’s television and the requirement 
that stations air “core” children’s programming, we are providing you with episode-specific descriptions  
(the ‘NBC Kids” educational and informational programming block) as set forth in the attached 
Community Relations Quarterly Children’s Programming Report for the 2nd quarter of 2014.  The report 
includes information to help prepare FCC Form 398.  Please note that we have not included the specific 
dates and times for each of the programs as that may be station-specific.  
 

       This report is divided into the following categories: 
 

   1.    Educational Objectives: NBC Kids for both 2nd quarter 2014 and 3rd quarter 2014. 
 
2. Core programming: Regularly scheduled programming furnished by the NBC Network that is 
specifically designed to serve the early educational and informational needs of children 16 and under.  
Each of these programs is identified on-air as educational and informational with the “E/I” icon, and is 
similarly identified to the national listing services.  To assist stations with the preemption report section 
of FCC Form 398, we have added specific episode numbers.   Please note that the age target for NBC 
Kids programming is identified as 2-5 years old.   
 
3. Other programming: Programming furnished by the NBC Network that contributes to the 
educational and informational needs of children 16 and under, but is not specifically designed to meet 
the educational and informational needs of children.   
 
4.   Public service announcements targeted to children 16 and under. 
 
5.   Non-broadcast efforts that enhance the educational and informational value of NBC Network 
programming to children. 
 
6.   Network on-air promotional efforts, which include a schedule of NBC on-air promos for NBC Kids 
programming. 
 
The regularly-scheduled children’s programming and promotional content furnished to you by the NBC 
Network during the 2nd quarter of 2014 complied with the commercial limits of the Children’s Television 
Act, and 47 C.F.R. §§ 73.670(a)-(d), provided that you broadcast and distributed such programming as 
furnished to you by NBC, and did not add any promotional or advertising content thereto other than as 
directed by NBC via weekly postings on APT.   
 

      If you have any questions about these reporting requirements, please feel free to call us. 
 
Karen Peled 
Contracts Counsel 
NBC Broadcasting, Affiliate Relations  
212-413-5451 
Karen.Peled@NBCUNI.COM 
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Note Regarding FCC’s Video Description Rules:  The programs supplied in the NBC Kids block are video-
described to provide a better view experience for blind or visually impaired children. Under the FCC’s video 
description rules that became effective on July 1, 2012,, full-power affiliates of the ABC, CBS, Fox and 
NBC networks that are located in the top 25 television markets must provide 50 hours per calendar quarter 
of video-described programming during prime time or in children's programming. A video described 
program may be counted toward the 50 hours when it is originally aired and on one re-airing.. Although 
much of the programming aired with video description is likely to be newly produced, stations may count 
any program they are airing for the first or second time with video description after the effective date, even 
if the program aired on that station without video description prior to the effective date. Similarly, a station 
may count programming toward its 50-hour obligation even if that programming has aired elsewhere with 
video description, as long as it is airing with description for the first or second time on that station.   

2nd QUARTER 2014 EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVES 
 
In compliance with the Children’s Television Act regulations that became effective January 2, 
1997, the NBC kids programming block features an on-air icon (E/I) indicating that each program 
is “educational and informational” for children.  This icon is displayed throughout each 
program.  Also, in compliance with the regulations, the following document, which includes “early 
educational and informational” objectives of NBC kids, must be placed in your public file. 
 
The NBC kids programming block also meets the requirements for video described content, as 
established by the Twenty-first Century Communications and Video Accessibility Act, effective 
October 8, 2010.  Full-power affiliates of  NBC that are located in the 25 television markets with 
the largest number of television households must provide video-described content at any time 
they are providing children’s programming.  Each episode of content can be aired no more than 
twice in the calendar year.   
 
Each of the programs listed below, which make up the three hour NBC kids programming block, 
is specifically designed to serve the early educational and informational needs of children ages 2-
5.  All of the programs have educational objectives and messages that are core to the content and 
appropriate for the program genre.   
 
From April 5, 2014 – June 28, 2014, NBC Kids aired five shows returning from the 1st Quarter 
2013.  These are:  The Chica Show, Noodle and Doodle, Justin Time, Tree Fu Tom, and Lazy 
Town.  The sixth show, Zou, entered the schedule April 5, 2014. 
 
All six shows were developed specifically for a target audience composed of children ages 2-5.  
All but one of the shows (Noodle and Doodle) have a narrative format.  Three (Justin Time, The 
Chica Show and Tree Fu Tom) use elements of fantasy and imagination to develop the 
educational content.  The Chica Show and Tree Fu Tom combine live action with animation; 
Lazy Town is live action with puppets, Justin Time and Zou are animated, and Noodle and 
Doodle is a live action, fact based craft and cooking show. 
 
The Chica Show features a five-year-old “baby” chick who spends her days with her parents in 
their costume shop, the Coop.  The shop’s one employee, Kelly, doubles as Chica’s nanny and 
the ensemble is rounded out with Bunji, a large floppy eared rabbit and Stitches, a straw 
mannequin that sits in the window.  In each episode Chica develops or encounters a problem that 
she cannot immediately resolve.  Usually her issues involve impulse control, distractibility, 
judgment, and inter-personal behaviors.  She and Kelly usually work on the problem through an 
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adventure—a fantasy transformation to animation-- where Bunji and Stitches come alive and join 
Chica and Kelly for the problem solving process.  The core educational content is primarily socio-
emotional development, and Chica learns how to express herself properly, think before she acts, 
and interact with others effectively.  She often learns that it takes hard work and practice to 
become proficient at different skills. 
 
Noodle and Doodle, an instructional series, features creating art projects and cooking projects 
around a specific theme.  Host, Sean, drives around in a double-decker bus fully equipped with art 
supplies and a kitchen, ready for any assignment.  The projects encourage parent engagement 
and often feature families working together to make something to display within the child’s home.  
Sean’s side-kick, Doggity, is an ever-faithful beagle who transforms into an animated character 
during interstitial trips to a parallel universe, set in a kitchen full of prank playing animated 
characters.  The art projects typically promote utilizing recycled materials in order to demonstrate 
that creativity can transform something intended for one purpose into something that achieves a 
completely different goal.   
 
Justin Time features a little boy, Justin, who wants very much to master his destiny, have great 
adventures, and solve problems.  He begins with a problem that vexes him and daydreams his 
way into an adventure that takes him to different places around the world, providing him with an 
experience to help solve his problem when he returns home.  Justin is accompanied by two 
imaginary friends throughout his adventures.  There is Olive, a knowledgeable playmate, and 
Squidgy, the morphing flying sponge, who provides commentary and comedy along the way.  
Some examples of Justin’s lessons involve learning that it takes focus to achieve success, our 
failures can teach what we need to do to succeed next time, or when one path to solve a problem 
doesn’t work, you can find an alternative way to achieve your goal.  Justin promotes self-directed 
learning from the young child’s perspective and imagination. 
 
Tree Fu Tom is a live action/animated series about a little boy who lives in a rural area and has a 
rich fantasy life in the woods behind his home.  Tom uses specific movements to summon up 
magic powers that permit him to morph into an animated hero and fly around in Treetopolis, the 
fantasy version of his woods.  While in Treetopolis, Tom and his friends, Ariella, Twigs, 
Squirmturn, and Zigzoo will invariably run into a problem or disaster that needs fixing.  Tom calls 
upon the audience to practice original dance moves that will bring him “Big World” magic so he 
and his friends can resolve their challenge of the day.  Educational messages reinforce positive 
socio-emotional content, with examples that model:  being loyal to good friends, knowing how to 
ask for help, doing the right thing instead of what is convenient, making the effort to share rather 
than being selfish or relying on teamwork in order to accomplish a goal. 
 
Lazy Town encourages fitness and healthful habits for preschool children.  In the imaginary 
setting of Lazy Town, characters’ eating and fitness habits are linked to problem solving in their 
world.  The lead character is Stephanie, a young girl who guides the audience through the story 
as she and her friends (“human” puppets) and her Uncle (Mayor Milford Meanswell) navigate life 
within Lazy Town.  Robbie Rotten, the underground spy and influencer who personifies the ethos 
of Lazy Town, is determined to ruin the health and fitness practices of Stephanie and her friends.  
When the kids have difficulty with Robbie Rotten, Sportacus, a gymnast/athlete prepared to 
answer any call for help, comes to the rescue from his home in a zeppelin-like aircraft that hovers 
over earth.  The underlying themes of Lazy Town stress the importance of eating “sports candy” 
(aka fruits and vegetables), always obtaining sufficient sleep, and going outside to engage in a 
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wide range of physical activities including playing games, competing athletically, and even building 
forts and play structures.   
  
Zou is a French series based on the Zou books by Michel Gay.  Targeted for children age 2-5, 
each episode explores the kind of learning issues that emerge from everyday encounters in the 
life of a preschool child.  If Zou plays his drums too loud, how can he learn to play them softly?  If 
Zou wants a car, but has only a cardboard box, how can he transform it?  If Zou lost his friend’s 
favorite airplane, how does he explain?  How can Zou be successful at baking a cake if he has 
never done it before?  How can Zou muster the courage to go to the doctor when he’s afraid of 
injections?  These are big issues in the mind and life of a preschool child and Zou demonstrates 
how to have fun, ask for help, listen to advice, and try different solutions until he can commit to the 
strategy that works.  The show says it, shows it, and does it, in the embedded and naturally 
occurring lesson within each episode. 
   

3rd QUARTER 2014 EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVES  
 

There are no new shows during the 3rd quarter.  
 

2nd QUARTER 2014 SHOW SUMMARIES 

 

The Chica Show features a five-year-old “baby” chick who spends her days with her parents in 
their costume shop, the Coop.  The shop’s one employee, Kelly, doubles as Chica’s nanny and 
the ensemble is rounded out with Bunji, a large floppy eared rabbit and Stitches, a straw 
mannequin that sits in the window.  Chica’s parents were formerly entertainers in the vaudeville 
tradition and they regale the audience with stories and songs from their theatrical past.  They 
enjoy and indulge Chica, who sometimes acts younger than her age and gets into all kinds of 
predicaments.  Kelly uses fantasy play to transform herself, Chica, Bunji and Stitches into 
animated characters in another universe, who are struggling with a problem similar to the one 
Chica experienced in the Coop.  Without fail, they find the problem can be solved and they carry 
that knowledge back to the Coop to use on another day.   
 
Noodle and Doodle is a live-action show hosted by Sean Roach that also blends animation and 
puppetry into the overall format.  Sean drives a double-decker bus into various communities to 
meet children who have written to him with a problem that they would like to solve using an art 
and/or a food experience.  Sean is accompanied by Noodle, a puppet character and Doodle, 
a digital character that lives inside a tablet computer, and Doggity, a faithful beagle.  Doggity has a 
mini-show of his own through an animated alter ego that appears during diversionary segments 
set in a restaurant kitchen.  The show demonstrates how recycled materials can become art and 
how food, art, and problem solving can be combined to create a fun experience in everyday life.  
Every episode can be replicated at home with ease by parents and children playing together.   
 
Justin Time is an animated show specifically directed to the preschool audience.  Each episode 
always conveys an embedded lesson; that it is possible to understand and manage any problem 
you have by thinking about it creatively.  Justin is a little boy who has two imaginary playmates, 
Olivia (who meets him on his travels) and Squidgy the sponge (who also lives in Justin’s 
bedroom).  When Justin has a problem or doesn’t want to do something his mother has suggested 
he daydreams his way into an adventure that takes him to places all around the world.  On these 
adventures, he meets Olivia who guides him through an experience that demonstrates to Justin 
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how he can solve his problem.  The show provides many facts about the context the characters 
visit while on the adventure, but the central point is to teach a lesson about a social/emotional 
dilemma universally experienced by preschool children.   
 
Tree Fu Tom focuses on the amazing adventures of a young boy called Tom who, with the power 
of ‘movement magic’ called ‘Tree Fu’, can transform into a tiny but mighty magical super hero and 
travel to a wondrous enchanted kingdom called Treetopolis that exists in a tree in his backyard 
woods.  During each program he calls upon the audience to follow his moves and send him the 
“Big World” magic he needs to solve a problem encountered by Tom and his friends. These 
include Ariella, a butterfly who is also a rancher and has rope lassoing skills, Twigs, an acorn 
sprite who folds himself into an acorn when he’s frightened, Squirmturn, a pill bug who looks like a 
large and imposing coal miner but is often timid and fearful, and Zigzoo, a green tree frog and the 
resident genius inventor.  In each episode there are action adventure sequences that are key to 
resolving the challenge of the day. 
 
Lazy Town is a show featuring the importance of health, fitness, and being good friends.  Set in a 
fantasy world known as Lazy Town, which is populated by inactive residents, we meet a visitor 
named Stephanie who is determined to coax her friends and relatives into adopting a healthful, 
active life style.  She wins over her new friends, Ziggy, Stingy, Trixie and Pixel, convincing them to 
leave their gaming consoles and candy stashes at home so they can go outside and play.  She 
persuades her uncle, Mayor Milford Meanswell, and his friend Ms. Busy Body to support her 
efforts.  Robbie Rotten, who lives underground, and is determined to return Lazy Town to its 
former state of inactivity and quiet, constantly foils the characters’ efforts.  The athlete Sportacus, 
who lives in a zeppelin-like aircraft and receives signals from the kids or the Mayor whenever they 
need help, often comes to their rescue.  Sportacus has two goals, to keep the peace and to 
promote healthful, positive living.  When Robbie Rotten is discovered and contained through 
comic pratfalls, he returns to his underground lair and all is well in Lazy Town, until another day 
and another time when Robbie will rise again.   
 
An animated series, Zou, is the story of a 5 year old zebra, Bizou, who lives in an 
intergenerational household composed of his parents, grandparents, and great grandmother.  
They reside in a lovely brightly colored suburban community of vertical, bi-pedaled zebras that 
walk, talk, dress, and interact like humans. Bizou’s best friend, Elzee,  lives next door and his 
other good friend, Zac, is often found in his father’s store.  Bizou also has a less rewarding 
relationship with his snooty, spoiled cousin Zinnia, a budding ballerina.  We follow Zou through his 
hum-drum days, vicariously participating in his birthday, a trip to the store, taking his pet parakeet 
Poc, to the doctor, or helping Elzee find a lost toy.  The show is very centered on family and 
personal relationships, and the abundant adults in the family are always around to guide but not 
direct Bizou through his dilemmas, projects, and predicaments.   
 

3rd QUARTER 2014 SHOW SUMMARIES 
 
There are no new shows during the 3rd Quarter. 
 

2nd Quarter 2014 
“CORE PROGRAMMING” 
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PROGRAMMING FURNISHED BY THE NBC NETWORK THAT IS SPECIFICALLY DESIGNED 
TO SERVE THE EARLY EDUCATIONAL AND INFORMATIONAL NEEDS OF CHILDREN 16 

AND UNDER 
[AGE TARGET 2-5] 

April 5, 2014 – June 28, 2014 
 
Airdate: 04/05/2014 
Time: 
Duration: 30:00 
THE CHICA SHOW 
CHICA ROCKS [ETCS102DH] 
A customer comes into the store because she is practicing for a rock and roll talent show and 
wants the blond and hot pink wig that Chica is wearing.  Chica wants to play an instrument too, 
but she is frustrated because it takes practice just to learn the beat.  During the fantasy segment, 
Chica and Kelly are on a concert stage with Stitches.  Bunji, the band manager, offers to help 
them if they practice.  Together they work on their piano, guitar and percussion skills until their 
performance is really great.  Upon their return Chica immediately gets to practice and seems to 
have mastered the beat. 
[Educational Message:  In order to get better at something or to develop your talent, you 
must take the time to practice.] 
 
CHICA TWINKLE TOES [ETCS102DH] 
Sandra comes into the store for a tutu that she can wear for her ballet recital. A beautiful tutu 
emerges from the dress up rack when Chica pushes it out where Sandra can see it.  After seeing 
Sandra demonstrate a pirouette, Chica wants to be a ballerina. She tries to skip the preparation 
and go straight to a pirouette but discovers you have to practice to be proficient.  When Kelly and 
Chica go on their fantasy adventure, Bunji becomes the dance instructor and Chica practices the 
pirouette but it turns out to be the “wing and spin,” a new ballet movement.  Back at the Coop, 
Kelly and Chica continue to practice their moves.   
[Educational Message:  When you want to learn something new, start with the basics and 
keep practicing in order to improve.] 
 
Airdate: 04/05/2014 
Time: 
Duration: 30:00 
NOODLE AND DOODLE 
OUR FAMILY APPLE TREE [ENAD121DH] 
Scott and Elena have a lot of apples and need to find a way to use them!  They brainstorm to 
make a family apple tree using apple stamps, family photos, and the kids handprints; they will use 
apples to make apple blueberry crumbles.  Sean and Noodle make the apple blueberry crumbles 
in the kitchen while the kids gather the items for the craft project.  In Doggity’s animation 
imagination segment the game makes crispy baked veggies to use the vegetables from the 
harvest.  The kids return and enjoy using the apples to create an apple family tree.  They share 
the family tree and delicious apple blueberry crumbles with their family. 
[Educational Message:  You can celebrate harvest by making a creative apple family tree 
and enjoying healthy harvest treats.] 
 
BAKE SALE [ENAD121DH] 
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Aiden and Julia are helping with a bake sale to raise money for their school.  They brainstorm to 
make butterfly cupcakes and a piggy bank for keeping the money.  Sean and Noodle work in the 
kitchen to make the butterfly cupcakes.  They save the milk and egg containers and repurpose 
them to make a piggy bank.  In Doggity’s animation imagination segment the gang makes apple-
icious grilled cheese sandwiches for a hungry group of teachers.  The kids return and create the 
piggy bank to keep their earnings.   
[Educational Message: You can help with a bake-sale fundraiser by making crafty treats 
and make a piggy bank from recycled items for a fun way to keep the money safe during 
the sale.] 
 
 
 
 
Airdate: 04/05/2014 
Time: 
Duration: 30:00 
JUSTIN TIME 
MYSTERY OF THE MISSING HAT [EJTM115DH] 
Justin’s mom teaches Justin the “finding song” when he loses his checker.  He and Squidgy 
become detectives in imagination land with Olive and must find her missing hat at the Tower of 
London.  Justin teaches Olive the finding song to retrace her steps and they retrace together to 
find her hat.  When they return home Justin and Squidgy are able to find the missing checker 
piece. 
[Educational Message:  When something is missing, you can retrace your steps to 
remember where you placed it.] 
 
GO, TEAM, GO! [EJTM115DH] 
Justin and Squidgy are playing basketball when they travel to Guatemala in their imagination to 
play ball with Olive against two other friends.  Justin tries to take control of the game, and doesn’t 
involve his teammate Olive at all.  When the ball gets lost in the maze, Justin must rely on Olive to 
guide him out.  He realizes that they need to communicate and use each other’s skills while 
playing ball as well.  They enjoy success while playing together, and when Justin returns home he 
remembers to be a team player and invites Squidgy to share in the fun. 
[Educational Message:  Teamwork is working together and sharing strategies, skills, and 
communication while playing.] 
 
Airdate: 04/05/2014 
Time: 
Duration: 30:00 
TREE FU TOM  
THE GREAT JOURNEY [ETFT116DH] 
Ariella needs some help on the ranch, so she teaches Tom and Twigs that to be a rancher you 
have to maintain control, gain trust, and work together as a team with the things you lead.  Twigs 
and Tom watch the beetle eggs for her and when they hatch early Twigs and Tom have to take 
action to get the hatchlings to food and their parents.  Together they are able to overcome many 
obstacles along the way. 
[Educational Message:  If you remember the advice your friends give you and work 
together, you will be able to take responsibility when you need to.] 
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Airdate: 04/05/2014 
Time: 
Duration: 30:00 
LAZY TOWN 
CHEF ROTTENFOOD [ELZT308DH] 
Uncle Milford loves to cook, but he needs some serious help.  The kids order a cookbook for him; 
it teaches cooking step-by-step with healthful ingredients.  Robbie decides he can cook too, and 
plans to open a restaurant so that everyone will be lazy and stop cooking.  When Chef Pablo 
Fanastico opens a restaurant nearby everyone is excited, and they ask him to help Uncle Milford 
prepare a special dish for Miss Busybody.  Robbie Rotten kidnaps Chef Fantastico and disguises 
himself as the instructor, making very unhealthy meals.  Sportacus rescues the captured chef, and 
they reveal Robbie Rotten as the imposter through a cook-off! 
[Educational Message:  Cook with healthful ingredients and follow directions step-by-step 
to make healthy, delicious meals.] 
 
Airdate: 04/05/2014 
Time: 
Duration: 30:00 
ZOU 
KING ZOU [EZOU101DH] 
Zou decides his home is his kingdom of “Zouland” and that he is the ruler.  His family helps him 
realize all the things he will need to be king: a crown, throne, coronation, and royal robes.  Zou 
enjoys working with his family to secure each royal item, but once he begins to rule the rest of the 
kingdom, he becomes bored.  When Zou finally has to make a decision, he realizes that making 
all the decisions on his own is difficult and he decides to crown his Dad as king. 
[Educational Message:  Zou learns that being a leader and making all the decisions is 
difficult.] 
 
ZOU THE ARTIST [EZOU101DH] 
When there is an art competition in the park, Zou, Elzee, Zac, and Zinnia enter.  Zou feels 
competitive and realizes he must make an amazing painting.  He continually changes his art work 
to do something no one else will think of, and finally makes a collage.  Zinnia wins the competition 
with her talent, but the butterflies really like Zou’s collage, and so they decide to keep his work of 
art in the park. 
[Educational Message:  Zou shows how to lose a competition kindly, even when he really 
wanted to win.] 
 
Airdate: 04/12/2014 
Time: 
Duration: 30:00 
THE CHICA SHOW 
COWGIRLS AND COWCHICKEN [ETCS103DH] 
Chica is having a cowgirl day.  She found a herd of dogs and wants one to come into the store, 
but her mother tells her “NO. It’s a rule.”  When Chica lassos one person too many she finds out 
that it’s also a rule to not use a lasso inside.  She becomes frustrated because of all the rules. On 
their fantasy adventure, they go to a ranch where Chica is the boss and suspends all the rules.  
Soon there are lots of problems; Stitch and Bunji fall off a fence they’ve climbed, and the noise 
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Chica and friends make sends horses bolting from the barn.  When they return to the Coop, Chica 
resolves to follow the rules. 
[Educational Message:  Rules are made for a reason and are there to ensure that everyone 
can be safe, courteous, and orderly.] 
 
 ICKY, STICKY, CHICKY [ETCS103DH] 
There’s an emergency at the Coop; Kelly can’t find a costume for a customer who wants to be a 
caveman.  Kelly and Chica disappear into a “cave” deep beneath the clothing rack.  Mom and Dad 
then decide they need to figure out a way to better manage inventory so Chica makes signs that 
illustrate the types of costumes. However, she doesn’t want to wash off the glue and other 
decorations that got stuck in her feathers.  During the fantasy adventure, Kelly and Chica are 
outside in a prehistoric forest and get really dirty with mud.  After bathing in a pond, the group 
plays again when they are clean and realize it feels pretty good to not be messy and dirty. 
[Educational Message:  When you get icky, sticky, and dirty from playing or doing a 
project, be sure to clean up the mess you made, including the mess that gets left on 
yourself.]  
 
Airdate: 04/12/2014 
Time: 
Duration: 30:00 
NOODLE AND DOODLE 
SOCCER TIME! [ENAD120DH] 
Ellie and her teammates Sawyer, Simon, and Jessie have a soccer game and want to know the 
best way to practice.  They brainstorm with Sean to create practice cones for drills using empty 
plastic bottles and get-up-and-go energy bars.  Sean and Noodle work together in the kitchen to 
make the get-up-and-go-bars while the kids gather the household items to recycle for the crafts.  
In Doggity’s animation imagination segment the gang makes grab-n-go turkey wraps for a roomful 
of hungry runners needing long-lasting energy.  The kids return and create the practice cones and 
decorate them to look like a mascot for the team!  They take the bars to enjoy at halftime and 
energize them for the rest of the game. 
[Educational Message:  You can make a craft that will help you practice for your favorite 
sport, like cones to do soccer drills; you can enjoy a healthy energy bar to keep you going 
during the game.] 
 
A PIRATE PARTY [ENAD120DH] 
A group of friends are having a pirate party and want to make some treasures.  They brainstorm 
with Sean to create golden fish nuggets to eat at the party and recycle the boxes from the 
ingredients to make pirate telescopes together.  Sean and Noodle work together to make the 
golden fish nugget treasures while the kids get ready for the pirate party.  In Doggity’s animation 
imagination segment the gang prepares treasure chest treats using dried fruits for a group of 
pirates.  The kids come back and create the pirate telescopes.  They take the crafts and treats to 
the party to enjoy together! 
[Educational Message:  You can make all the decorations and treats for a party from things 
around your house.] 
 
Airdate: 04/12/2014 
Time: 
Duration: 30:00 
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JUSTIN TIME 
MONKEY SHADOWS [EJTM116DH] 
Justin is camping in the backyard and needs to find a way to play.  He and Squidgy travel to Bali 
where they meet Olive at her puppet shop.  They learn to use puppets, play tag, and play “Justin 
Says”, and monkey-in-the-middle.  When they put on a puppet show and the puppets are missing, 
they tell an amazing story using themselves as shadow puppets.  When they return home, Justin 
and Squidgy put on a shadow puppet show together. 
[Educational Message:  You can play many games together without needing any toys.] 
 
THE GOLDEN YARN [EJTM116DH] 
Justin and Squidgy are playing in the backyard, but Squidgy doesn’t want to keep playing when it 
becomes difficult.  They are suddenly in Ancient Greece with Olive, where they join her on a 
hero’s quest to find the golden yarn.  They work together to complete difficult challenges, and they 
encourage Squidgy and utilize his amazing skills.  When they return home, Squidgy uses the 
confidence his friends gave him to complete the obstacle course.   
[Educational Message:  Most obstacles require successful completion of many small tasks.  
Using teamwork can make those tasks easier.] 
 
Airdate: 04/12/2014 
Time: 
Duration: 30:00 
TREE FU TOM  
NOT SO FAST [ETFT117DH] 
Zigzoo invents a zippiositer for Ariella so that her plants will grow incredibly fast.  But Ariella’s 
impatience gets in the way and her plants grow out of control.  Ariella breaks the machine and 
then apologizes for her impatience, realizing that much bigger problems are caused by 
impatience.  Meanwhile the Mushas decide to take advantage of the situation to use the machine 
for mischief by sliming the kingdom and growing huge weeds.  Ariella is slow to learn her lesson 
about impatience and won’t wait to make a plan to stop the Mushas with the rest of the group.  
Luckily, the rest of the group works together to save the Mushas from the zippiositer and to help 
Ariana who has gotten caught in the giant weeds. 
[Educational Message:  Being impatient can lead to big problems.  Develop your patience 
and be quick to apologize and correct your behavior when you make a mistake.] 
 
Airdate: 04/12/2014 
Time: 
Duration: 30:00 
LAZY TOWN 
WHO’S WHO? [ELZT309DH] 
Everyone is learning to dance, but Trixie is afraid she’ll mess up and that everyone will laugh at 
her.  Stephanie shows her some moves and encourages her to practice.  Robbie Rotten wants to 
stop all the dancing, and makes a life-size Stephanie-puppet to try to trick everyone.  When 
Stephanie joins Sportacus to save Uncle Milford and Miss Busybody, the Stephanie-puppet 
arrives and is rude and upsets everyone.  They have to determine who is the real Stephanie, and 
so they host a dance-off.  Stephanie decides to quit after Robbie tells her that the fake Stephanie 
is sad.  They all know there is only one person who would behave so kindly and with such self-
confidence:  the real Stephanie. 
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[Educational Message:  Always be true to yourself, and your friends will know the real you 
and not be deceived by the actions of others.] 
 
Airdate: 04/12/2014 
Time: 
Duration: 30:00 
ZOU 
ZOU AND THE CAMERA [EZOU102DH] 
Zou and Elzee are documenting a “day in their life” for a school project.  Zou uses his family’s new 
camera.  He takes photos of himself helping his family and friends, but he misplaces the camera.  
When Grandpa finds it Zou is relieved, but disappointed, in his carelessness.  Zou apologies and 
finishes his project. 
[Educational Message:  Zou shows how important it is to be careful with special tools when 
he gets to use the new family camera and makes amends for losing it, even if only 
temporarily.] 
 
ZOU’S PANTOMIME [EZOU102DH] 
When a performance is cancelled, Zou decides to put on his own pantomime in the backyard.  He 
writes the story and makes the scenery for the show.  He realizes preparing for the show requires 
a lot of work and effort. He is about to give up until he hears how much everyone is looking 
forward to the show.  He is honest with his family and asks for help, and everyone enjoys the 
show. 
[Educational Message:  Zou learns when you are overwhelmed with a project you must be 
honest and ask for help.] 
 
Airdate: 04/19/2014 
Time: 
Duration: 30:00 
THE CHICA SHOW 
CHICA’S FASHION SQUEAK [ETCS201DH] 
Kelly runs across a magazine that shows Mr. C was an amazing fashion plate during his hey-day 
as a performer.  Chica then designs a costume for her dad, but when Mr. C models it he can 
barely move because Chica has not made any accommodation for his wings to fit into the 
costume.  Mrs. C offers to do alterations, but Chica is offended that her parents won’t use it “as 
is.”  On her fantasy adventure with Kelly, Bunji designs costumes for Chica and friends to wear in 
a fashion show, but each costume has a major flaw, making it hard for Kelly, Mr. Straw, and Chica 
to model.  Bunji resists changing his design but after disasters on the runway, both Chica and 
Bunji realize that if you make something for another person, the design should fit the person, not 
just your vision.   
[Educational Message:  When you do something for another person, you need to think of 
what will work for the person you are helping, and make adjustments to fit their needs, not 
yours.]   
 
CHEERLEADER CHICA [ETCS201DH]  
Kelly, Chica and Mrs. C are playing Hide and Squeak in the shop while a mother and daughter 
watch them play.  Each person is supposed to hide in a costume disguise, and squeeze a 
squeaky toy to draw the attention of the seeker.  When Mr. C decides he would like to join the 
game, Chica says “NO” because there are not enough squeakers.  Kelly recommends that they 
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change the squeakers to shakers so Mr. C can join the game.  Chica ignores the little girl in the 
shop who also asked to play. When the game is over Chica tells Kelly the little girl wanted to play 
but there were not enough shakers.  On their fantasy adventure Chica, Kelly and Stitches are 
cheerleaders and Chica would like to add Bunji.  So the group changes how they do their 
cheerleading and find a role for Bunji.  Chica realizes that to add people you can change the way 
the game is played so everyone can be included.   
[Educational Message: If you try, you can create a way to include more people in a game 
you are playing.  You just have to make some adjustments.]   
 
 
 
 
Airdate: 04/19/2014 
Time: 
Duration: 30:00 
NOODLE AND DOODLE 
A FRIEND AT THE HOSPITAL [ENAD116DH] 
Megan and Gio’s neighbor Owen is in the hospital after an operation.  They want to make 
something to cheer him up.  They brainstorm together to make cupcake paper flowers and fresh 
fruit flowers.  Sean and Noodle make the fresh fruit flowers using cookie cutters while the kids 
collect items to make the cupcake paper flowers.  In Doggity’s animation imagination segment the 
gang makes some “grub” for cowboys – lasso lasagna.  The kids make the cupcake paper flowers 
using branches from their yard and take the craft and the fruit treat to share with Owen and cheer 
him up. 
[Educational Message:  A friend can cheer someone up and make them feel better by 
making a gift that is a reminder of home, and also making special healthy treats to show 
how much they care.] 
 
BIRDS IN MY BACKYARD [ENAD116DH] 
Isabella and her neighbors Olivia and Jaylan want to feed the birds in their neighborhood.  They 
brainstorm together to make oat and seed feeders using recycled containers and decide to design 
a house to keep the food dry in case it rains.  Sean and Noodle make the seed feeders.  In 
Doggity’s animation imagination segment the gang makes frozen banana pops for hungry 
monkeys.  The kids make the birdhouses using recycled containers and twigs.  They hang the 
feeders in their backyards for the birds in their neighborhood to enjoy! 
[Educational Message:  You can make bird feeders to hang up in your yard using recycled 
items and bird seed feeders you create in the kitchen.] 
 
Airdate: 04/19/2014 
Time: 
Duration: 30:00 
JUSTIN TIME 
ATUK’S INUKSHUK [EJTM126DH] 
Justin wants to stay awake to finish a puzzle, but he is falling asleep.  They meet Olive in Alaska 
where they dog sled.  They help her friend Atuk deliver a stone to his Inukshuk, and press on from 
one stop to the next without any rest, even when Atuk suggests they stop to rest.  They have a 
hard time finding the place, and when they finally reach the destination, they rest.  They wake up 
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and realize they missed seeing the Inukshuck because they were so tired.  When they get home 
Justin realizes he needs some rest to successfully figure out the puzzle.   
[Educational Message:  It is important to rest to be able to do your best at anything and to 
have strong mental focus.] 
 
TULIP TROUBLE [EJTM126DH] 
Justin and Squidgy are playing in the sprinkler, knowing they’ve been asked to avoid getting water 
on the tulips.  Of course when the tulips do get wet, they are transported to Holland where they 
meet Olive, a tulip farmer.   They decide to enter her beautiful orange tulips into the pending 
festival.  They also meet Hanz and Franz who have a tulip farm nearby.  When the dike leaks and 
floods their farm the kids and Olive fill the holes with tulip bulbs.  This consideration for their 
neighbors led Hans and Franz to contribute to Olive’s entry at the festival, creating a team 
bouquet.  After all, most of Olive’s tulips fell out of her vase on the way to the festival.  When 
Justin goes home he decides that he can play without getting his Mom’s tulips wet; when she 
realizes he is willing to do that she thinks it is so nice that she moves her tulips inside so that he 
can turn the water up full blast.   
[Educational Message:  It is right to be kind; when you take the time to help others, they 
will be encouraged to help you too.] 
 
Airdate: 04/19/2014 
Time: 
Duration: 30:00 
TREE FU TOM  
HOVERING HUMBLEBUGS [ETFT118DH] 
Twigs and Tom are being tested in their magic studies, but Tom messes up a test.  When he 
learns that Treetog loves the humblebugs, he decides to prove himself by getting a humblebug to 
sing just for her.  But when he and Twigs try to find a humblebug to hum for Treetog, they cause 
many difficulties for the humblebugs and themselves.  They have to use their magic to help the 
humblebugs get a broken crown to their queen so that the bugs can migrate on schedule.  Even 
though Tom’s plan did not work, the humblebug queen is grateful her crown was returned, so she 
comes to Treetog and hums a song as a thank you to Tom.   
[Educational Message:  It is better to do the most important things than to try to do too 
much in an effort to be perfect.] 
 
Airdate: 04/19/2014 
Time: 
Duration: 30:00 
LAZY TOWN 
BREAKFAST AT STEPHANIE’S [ELZT306DH] 
Pixel invents an invisinator so that he can play video games without being interrupted.  He hasn’t 
slept, drunk water or eaten healthfully for two days.  Ziggy steals the invisinator helmet and 
escapes outside where he bumps into Robbie Rotten who steals the helmet so he can be invisible 
and do things that would make Sportacus look incompetent.  Robbie manages to trick Sportacus, 
and the kids think he has been hurt and needs their help.  So they invite Sportacus over for a 
healthy breakfast and Sportacus feels great, but Robbie Rotten is still invisible and messes up his 
signature move.  When Sportacus goes back to his gym to practice his moves, the kids decide 
they should figure out who has the invisinator and get it back.  Pixel prints a picture that shows 
someone has made a plan to embarrass the mayor and get Sportacus banned from Lazy Town.  
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Sure enough, they send a message up to Sportacus to save Uncle Milford and identify the 
invisible thief – who turns out to be none other than Robbie Rotten!  
[Educational Message:  It is important to eat a healthy breakfast, drink lots of water, and 
get plenty of sleep to be able to do all the things you need to do.] 
 
Airdate: 04/19/2014 
Time: 
Duration: 30:00 
ZOU 
ZOU AND THE CATERPILLAR [EZOU103DH] 
Zou is excited to dig up potatoes with Grandpa, but when his cousin Zinnia arrives, she doesn’t 
want to work in the garden, so she practices her ballet.  When she finds a big caterpillar and is 
afraid of it Zou teases her.  Grandpa reminds Zou of times when he was afraid, so Zou decides to 
help Zinnia overcome her fear instead of teasing her.  They study a cocoon and Grandpa teaches 
them about butterflies. When a beautiful butterfly emerges Zinnia makes it her pet. 
[Educational Message:  Zou learns that instead of teasing Zinnia about her fear he can help 
her overcome it.] 
 
ZOU’S ANT FARM [EZOU103DH] 
Zou wants a dog, but his entire family gives him many reasons why he cannot have one.  When 
he is in the garden with Grandpa, Zou decides he might have a bug as a pet instead.  Zou builds a 
terrarium and creates an ant farm.  When the ants get out in the kitchen Grandma is upset, so Zou 
and Grandpa have to work together to get the ants out of the kitchen. 
[Educational Message:  Zou learns all pets, even insects, require a great deal of work to 
keep in their place and not ruin the house where people also live.] 
 
 
Airdate: 04/26/2014 
Time: 
Duration: 30:00 
THE CHICA SHOW  
LITTLE RED RIDING CHICA [ETCS202DH] 
Mr. C is performing as the Big Bad Wolf for a story time based on Mrs. C’s new book.  Everyone 
who attends is dressed as a character and Chica wears a Little Red Riding Hood cape, which she 
tears when she is hanging it on Stitch. When story time ends and Mrs. C is looking at the cape, 
Chica blames it on Stitch, but confesses later, that she ripped the cape by accident.  Her parents 
are disappointed she did not tell the truth in the first place.  During the fantasy segment, Kelly is 
Goldilocks and has to confess she broke baby bear’s chair.  She tells the truth and everyone 
understands it was an accident.  Chica realizes this is what she should have done when she 
ripped the red cape. 
[Educational Message:  Always tell the truth.  The consequences will usually not be as bad 
as you think because you parents prefer that you be honest.  You will always feel better if 
you do not lie.]   
 
BLUE RIBBON CHICA [ETCS202DH] 
Chica helps an uncle and his nephew reach a compromise on a costume for the fair by combining 
the features of both a robot and a dodo bird costume.  When Mr. and Mrs. C try to decide what to 
do with her ruined cherry pie and his “stuck-in-the-door” pumpkin, they reach a compromise by 
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making a pumpkin pie for the Fair’s pie competition. Chica isn’t convinced this is a good idea, but 
on the fantasy adventure she discovers something new.  Kelly, Chica and Bunji all start to argue 
about who can do what in the show where they are performing. They compromise by combining 
all three acts and put on a spectacular show.   
[Educational Message: Sometimes you can’t agree to do one single thing.  So the solution 
is to compromise and do a little of each thing that each person wants to do.] 
 
Airdate: 04/26/2014 
Time: 
Duration: 30:00 
NOODLE AND DOODLE 
CHEER UP [ENAD118DH] 
Schaffer hasn’t been sleeping well and it makes him grouchy.  He and his sister want to make 
something to cheer him up.  They brainstorm making orange gelatin smiles and dream catchers 
using an orange net bag decorated with items found around the house.  Sean and Noodle work 
together in the kitchen to make the orange smiles.  In Doggity’s animation imagination segment 
the gang prepares a royal omelet for a king and queen.  The kids arrive and make the dream 
catchers with Sean.  They take the smiles to enjoy together and cheer up Schaffer with the dream 
catcher. 
[Educational Message:  If you are having an issue (like not sleeping well and being 
grumpy), you can approach it creatively by developing something to relax you and making 
a special treat that makes you smile.] 
 
DANCE LESSON [ENAD118DH] 
Devin, Kami, and Annie are dancers and want something twirly to dance with.  They brainstorm 
twirly dancing wands using household items, and a twirly treat for everyone after the recital.  Sean 
and Noodle create the berry twirls in the kitchen while the kids gather the items for the wands.  In 
Doggity’s animation imagination segment the gang makes a spinning spinach salad tutu for 
hungry ballerinas.  The kids arrive and create the twirling dance wands using recycled cardboard 
rolls, foil, and ribbon.  They take the berry twirls and wands to the recital so they can enjoy using 
them together.  [Educational Message:  You can make a special craft, like a twirly ribbon 
wand, to enhance the special activities that you already love.] 
 
Airdate: 04/26/2014 
Time: 
Duration: 30:00 
JUSTIN TIME 
JUMBO LOVES GUMBO [EJTM117DH] 
Justin is looking for his squeaky alligator, but when his Mom tells him where it is he doesn’t listen.  
He and Squidgy meet Olive in the Louisiana Bayou, where Olive and Uncle Antoine are preparing 
a fais do-do.  The kids offer to go to Firefly Island to invite them to the party, but again Justin 
doesn’t listen carefully to the directions.  They find their way to Firefly Island, but they cannot 
remember how to get back to the party.  Justin realizes that he needs to listen carefully when he 
gets instructions.  When he gets home he listens carefully to his mother and is able to find his 
alligator. 
 [Educational Message:  It is important to listen carefully to the directions so that you can 
follow them.] 
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TOO MANY CUPCAKES [EJTM117DH] 
Justin is decorating cupcakes for the bake sale, and his mom won’t let him have one until they are 
done with the task.  While he is working he travels through his imagination to meet Olive in France 
at Pierre’s bakery.  She teaches them how to decorate the cupcakes.  When they have to bake 
100 cupcakes they get overwhelmed.  They turn the job into an assembly line to accomplish the 
work.  Justin uses the same strategy at home and they are able to get it all done. 
[Educational Message:  When there is an enormous task at hand you can accomplish it 
with your friends by breaking it apart into smaller tasks for each person.] 
 
Airdate: 04/26/2014 
Time: 
Duration: 30:00 
TREE FU TOM  
TREASURE HUNT [ETFT119DH] 
Everyone is excited for the annual treasure hunt.  Treetog surprises everyone and pairs them up 
in teams of two for the hunt, with each partner having a very different personality from the other.  
Certain teams work well when they show patience and learn to trust each other, and sharing the 
same vision, but some teams face disaster when they cannot learn to work together. 
[Educational Message:  The most important thing about achieving a goal is working 
cooperatively with your team mate.  If you can do that you can reach a common goal, even 
when you are working with someone who is very different than you.] 
 
Airdate: 04/26/2014 
Time: 
Duration: 30:00 
LAZY TOWN 
SCAVENGER HUNT [ELZT305DH] 
The kids are scouts and can earn badges by going on a scavenger hunt to clean up the town and 
taking their finds to the recycling center.  As Uncle Milford who is their scoutmaster gets ready to 
distribute the scavenger hunt cards but he slips on a loose skateboard requiring a rescue by 
Sportacus.  The ruckus from the rescue wakes Robbie Rotten up from his nap and this sets in 
motion a sabotage of the scavenger hunt.  The kids are sent off to look for chocolate cake, which 
they devour and end up with a sugar crash.  In the meantime Sportacus and Robbie Rotten have 
both fallen into an underground recycling pit designed to crush recyclables.  While Sportacus was 
able to toss Robbie Rotten out of the pit, the kids have to eat sports candy (apples and carrots) 
and work like a coordinated team to save Sportacus from the crusher.  They all recognize the 
benefit they got from their food fuel and from the teamwork in saving their Superhero Sportacus.  
[Educational Message:  By working together as a team, using healthy foods, and 
exercising, you can almost always accomplish your goals.] 
 
Airdate: 04/26/2014 
Time: 
Duration: 30:00 
ZOU 
ZOU’S TRIP [EZOU105DH] 
While waiting for his cousin Zinnia to come over, Zou starts a project with a large box given to him 
by his Grandpa.  He decides to turn the box into a cardboard automobile.  When Zinnia arrives, 
they plan to go for a spin around the yard.  Then Elzee and Zac arrive and jump in for a ride too.  
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Immediately the kids debate about where to go and Zou works out a compromise to drop his 
friends off at the “beach” and to the “store” leaving himself all alone again.  With help from his 
mother and Grandma, he sets up a nice picnic for himself and his friends and asks them to not 
argue about where to eat since they all want to be together.  Everyone agrees and when it’s time 
for the friends to go home, Zou “drives” them to their destinations.   
[Educational Message:  When you are trying to organize plans that include your friends try 
to encourage compromise and leadership, so you can all be together, and no one ends up 
alone and bored.] 
 
THE DAILY ZOU [EZOU105DH] 
Zou decides to be a reporter and create his own newspaper.  He develops stories based on 
what’s going on in the house; Poc falls in a bowl of flour, Poc causes a disaster as Dad decorates.  
He goes to the store and gets a story from Zac about aliens.  Then he reports on Zinnia’s 
frightening encounter with a worn.  The most exciting article comes from Nana being trapped on 
the stairs because Zou left Grandma’s knitting on the chair-lift that grandma uses.  Zou writes up 
his stories, but not before apologizing to everyone for creating a mess because he was careless 
with the knitting.   
[Educational Message:  Zou learns that even when he is excited to complete a project he 
must be careful with his actions.] 
 
Airdate: 05/03/2014 
Time: 
Duration: 30:00 
THE CHICA SHOW 
BOCK-A-DOODLE-DOO CHICA [ETCS204DH] 
Chica wants to join her parents on a trip to their annual costume convention.  She begs them to 
take her, but they remind her of their agreement that she would happily stay with Kelly.  They 
promise to come back right after the convention, but Chica is still sad and hides inside her 
parents’ luggage to go on the trip. They repeat she cannot go and offer reassurances that she will 
be fine with Kelly.  When Chica and Kelly go on their fantasy adventure, Chica is Stitch’s child 
care provider, and she discovers that it is possible for children to have fun with others when their 
parents aren’t around.  She also realizes that when her parents return she’ll be happy to see 
them, too.   
[Educational Message: When you make an effort to enjoy yourself while your parents are 
away you will find that it’s okay to have fun while missing them.  That will make their return 
extra special and happy.]   
 
TWEET DREAMS CHICA [ETCS204DH] 
Chica stays up too late watching home movies of her very early childhood.  The next day at the 
Coop, Chica is too sleepy to get any work done or to help anyone do their work.  During their 
fantasy adventure, Kelly and Chica visit with Bunji, who can work magic spells and wakes 
everyone up from their sleep.  He calls on them to stay awake and play but he can’t even conjure 
up a spell that will make the beds go away.  When he finally makes the beds disappear, Chica 
does a spell and the beds return to the room.  Everyone goes to sleep as Bunji says:  “Tonight our 
magic was not our best, because we really needed some rest.”   
[Educational Message: Everyone needs an adequate amount of sleep every night.  Sleep 
recharges our batteries so we can be our best performer the very next day.]   
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Airdate: 05/03/2014 
Time: 
Duration: 30:00 
NOODLE AND DOODLE 
GOING CAMPING [ENAD119DH] 
Patrick, Julie and Elaine are on a camping trip and need a healthy snack for their hike.  They 
brainstorm to make popcorn trail mix, and a nature picture using the recycled oatmeal box and 
items lying around their campsite.  Sean and Noodle make the popcorn trail mix in the kitchen 
while the kids gather items from the campsite.  In Doggity’s animation imagination segment the 
gang prepares grab-n-go turkey wraps for a roomful of runners who need energy that will last.  
The kids return and create a nature picture scene.  They take the trail mix to enjoy after a nice 
hike. 
[Educational Message:  You can create a special craft from items around the campsite to 
remember your camping adventures; you can make a healthy treat to enjoy after a nice 
hike.] 
 
PUPPET SHOW [ENAD119DH] 
Mo, Alisha and Laura want to put on a puppet show for their family.  They brainstorm with Sean to 
make a puppet theater, including paper bag puppets using paper bags and other recycled items 
from around the house.  Sean and Noodle prepare a basket of goodies just like Little Red Riding 
Hood – delicious pumpkin date cookies, so they decide to use the pumpkin seeds as teeth and the 
recycled containers for the puppets.  In Doggity’s animation imagination segment the gang makes 
apple-icious grilled cheese sandwiches for a deserving group of teachers.  The kids come and 
enjoy making puppets from the items they’ve collected and the recycled items from preparing the 
goodies.  They put on an amazing show and enjoy the pumpkin date cookies with their audience 
afterwards. 
[Educational Message:  You can put on a puppet show using items from around your 
house to fashion puppets.] 
 
Airdate: 05/03/2014 
Time: 
Duration: 30:00 
JUSTIN TIME 
DINO PUTT [EJTM118DH] 
Justin and Squidgy are playing with dinosaurs when the neighbor dog tries to take the toy.  They 
get it back just in time to meet Olive in Jurassic time to see what real dinosaurs are like.  They 
play hide and seek but decide to enjoy a different game so that their dinosaur friend is able to play 
along.  They invent new games so that they are all able to play together.  When Justin is home, he 
adjusts the toy dinosaur game so that the neighbor dog can join in the fun. 
[Educational Message:  You can change your game so that everyone can play.] 
 
THE NORTHWEST SHORTCUT [EJTM118DH] 
Justin’s Dad helps him through the deep snow and onto his toboggan to play.  He meets Olive in 
the Arctic and they set off to sail through the Northwest Passage.  Their friend Mr. Narwhal breaks 
a path for them, after they help remove the seaweed stuck on his horn.  When Justin returns 
home he helps his Dad finish shoveling the snow. 
[Educational Message:  Always be willing to help others, and to return help to those who 
have been there for you.] 
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Airdate: 05/03/2014 
Time: 
Duration: 30:00 
TREE FU TOM  
TOM’S BIG MESS [ETFT120DH] 
Everyone is working together to clean-up and recycle all of the debris around Treetopolis.  Treetog 
teaches them that they must all do their part and help.  Tom throws a rotten berry into a hole in the 
tree and thinks nothing of it.  He decides to use magic to help with the clean-up, but when the 
magic doesn’t work they realize the sap in the tree has been polluted from the rotten berry.   Tom 
admits he threw the berry in, and he uses magic to reverse the mistake and make the sap good 
again.  Otherwise, everything in Treetopolis that the bad sap touched would have turned to stone.   
[Educational Message:  Pollution causes great harm to the environment.] 
 
Airdate: 05/03/2014 
Time: 
Duration: 30:00 
LAZY TOWN 
THE BLUE KNIGHT [ELZT304DH] 
Mayor Milford prepares to tell the story of the Blue Knight to prepare for the medieval festival, and 
the kids invite Robbie Rotten to listen.  He rejects the invitation but listens in and decides to steal 
the story book.  Uncle Milford asks Sportacus to help with the festival, and he’s got to practice to 
be able to move in the heavy armor.  Robbie Rotten decides he can disguise himself and invade 
the festival.  Ziggy is upset because he cannot figure out what knights do.  Uncle Milford tells him 
they are brave and are always helping others.  Ziggy decides to be a helpful knight and help with 
the laundry, but the Blue Knight (Sportacus) has to save him.  The kids work together to capture 
the sword and save the festival from Robbie Rotten in his flying dragon.  Ziggy is able to secure 
the sword and reminds himself to believe.  The Blue Knight saves the day, and Ziggy is able to 
help. 
[Educational Message:  When you believe in yourself, practice, and work hard, you can 
accomplish your goal.] 
 
Airdate: 05/03/2014 
Time: 
Duration: 30:00 
ZOU 
ZOU AND THE DOCTOR [EZOU106DH] 
Zou takes care of his pet bird Poc when it gets sick, but Poc hides when they are going to go to 
the doctor.  Zou decides to hide too when he learns he has to get a shot.  Mom tells him it is 
nothing to be afraid of.  Zou must be brave to show Poc there is nothing to be afraid of. 
[Educational Message:  Zou shows there is nothing to be afraid of when you go to the 
doctor.] 
 
ZOU’S AQUARIUM [EZOU106DH] 
Elzee has lost her favorite stuffed toy, Gizmo, and after looking high and low, is sad that she could 
not find him.  Zou’s visit to the aquarium inspires him to cheer up Elzee by making an aquarium for 
her.  Grandpa helps him and a discovery is made in the process; Gizmo was left in Zou’s garage 
when he and Elzee were fixing her bicycle.  The aquarium is a double hit with Elzee.  She loves 
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the gesture from Zou, but is especially happy to have found Gizmo sitting inside the aquarium 
dressed as a deep sea diver. 
[Educational Message:  It is always nice to try to cheer up your friends when they are sad; 
especially if they have lost something very important, because the important things often 
cannot be replaced.] 
 
Airdate: 05/10/2014 
Time: 
Duration: 30:00 
THE CHICA SHOW 
FARMER CHICA [ETCS113DH] 
Something is shaking up the costume shop as though an earthquake is occurring.  It turns out that 
the shaking is the crunch of Jet biting a carrot. He has food from the farmer’s market to share but 
Chica has no time to eat fruits and vegetables. She wants to quickly eat a bag of chips and 
continue playing in her farmer costume.  She tires early because she didn’t eat properly and on 
the fantasy adventure, the problem repeats itself.  Chica won’t eat a good breakfast and gets so 
tired she can’t even feed her horse.  When they return home, Chica eats some healthful food so 
that she and Kelly have enough energy to walk home and make dinner with Mr. and Mrs. C.   
[Educational Message:  You have to eat healthful food like fruits and vegetables to have 
enough energy to do all the things you want to do every day.] 
 
BOCK-A-DOODLE-DOO, I LOVE YOU! [ETCS113DH] 
Chica’s parents are so nice and Chica wants to do something special to show how much she 
loves them.  Chica and Kelly open a spa for Mrs. C and build a hammock for Mr. C.  When an 
order comes in for a Yak costume, Chica assumes she can fill the order (so her parents can rest), 
but alas, while the costume is a Chica original, it is not a Yak.  Chica feels she totally let her 
parents down and they won’t love her anymore.  On their fantasy adventure, Chica and Bunji are 
parents whose children, Kelly and Stiches accidentally toss Bunji’s perfect carrot cake into the air.  
Even though the cake was ruined, parents Chica and Bunji reassured their “son” he was still 
loved.  Returning to the shop, Mr. C tells Chica her spa was such a big hit, he is now building her 
mother a new luxury bird bath.  Chica realizes her parents still love her despite her mistake. 
[Educational Message:  Parents do expect their children to do their best, but even if they 
get upset if mistakes get made or accidents happen, the love will always be there.]   
 
Airdate: 05/10/2014 
Time: 
Duration: 30:00 
NOODLE AND DOODLE 
WE LOVE MOM [ENAD125DH] 
Jayse and Nina want to make something special for their mommy to show her how much they love 
her.  They brainstorm together to make a locket and a meatloaf bus for dinner.  Sean and Noodle 
make the meatloaf together.  In Doggity’s Diner animation imagination segment the crew makes 
swaddle sandwich wraps that are easy for moms to eat.  The kids return and make a special 
necklace using the celery heart as a flower stamp, dried pasta, and a picture for the inside of their 
recycled ketchup lid locket.  They take the special necklace to give to mom as she relaxes from an 
evening where someone else has prepared dinner. 
[Educational Message:  You can show your mom how much you love her by making a 
crafty gift necklace for her and sharing a special dinner together.] 
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USING OUR SENSES [ENAD125DH] 
Malah, Anasm, and Alexis want to make something to celebrate the birthday of their friend, Acer, 
who is blind.  They decide to make something that engages all the senses: a giant party sundae 
and a scratch and sniff birthday card.  Sean and Noodle make the sundae using lots of fruit and 
gelatin and yogurt, and save some of the gelatin to use in the scratch and sniff craft.  In Doggity’s 
Diner animation imagination segment the gang makes party pita pizzas.  The kids return and 
make scratch-and-sniff birthday cards using the orange net bag for lots of texture and gelatin 
powder to give the paint a scent and texture.  They take the cards and treat to Acer to enjoy his 
birthday together! 
[Educational Message:  You can make a card and treat to show your friend how much you 
care about him for his birthday; if you have a blind friend, you can be sure the card 
engages all the senses.] 
 
Airdate: 05/10/2014 
Time: 
Duration: 30:00 
JUSTIN TIME 
PIT CREW HULLABALOO [EJTM120DH] 
Justin and Squidgy get a flat tire when they are playing.  They meet Olive at the race track, where 
Squidgy joins the pit crew and Justin gets to drive the race car!  Justin doesn’t want to listen to the 
pit crew during the race and he learns the hard way when he loses a tire.  He learns to count on 
his pit crew to do their job.  When Justin returns home he asks his Dad to help him repair the 
pedal car. 
 [Educational Message:  When you are working as a team, it is important to listen to the 
input of each member.] 
 
THE SHARING BOX [EJTM120DH] 
Justin questions all the old toys his father is going to donate.  He and Squidgy meet Olive on a 
Native American island, where they are invited to a totem pole party.  They must use the presents 
given to them by the chief to guide them to the party.  When they arrive to the party, they admit 
that they gave everything away along the journey, and Chief Wolf celebrates the sharing which 
benefitted everyone.  When Justin returns home he is confident knowing his old toys will make a 
new child happy and donates the toys to charity. 
[Educational Message:  Giving to others when they are in need is very fulfilling.] 
 
Airdate: 05/10/2014 
Time: 
Duration: 30:00 
TREE FU TOM  
SAPPY DAY [ETFT121DH] 
Today is Sap Day!  Everyone is excited to enjoy the festivities and be thankful for their sap supply, 
except the Mushas.  They use stink mushrooms to make everything smell foul and put all the 
treelings, including Tree Tog, to sleep.  Tom finds the blue flower antidote to the mushrooms in 
Tree Tog’s botany book.  The fragrance will wake everyone up but he has to do this job alone 
since there is no one awake to help him.  With his special Big World magic he can create a wind 
that will blow the flowers all over Treetopolis waking everyone up just in time to enjoy the eruption 
of the sap fountain together. 
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[Educational Message:  Sometimes you have to have the courage to do important things 
alone, especially if it involves doing something very important that will help your friends.] 
 
Airdate: 05/10/2014 
Time: 
Duration: 30:00 
LAZY TOWN 
LITTLE PINK RIDING HOOD [ELZT303DH] 
The kids are making Sportacus a “sports candy flyer” for “Surprise Day”.  Just when Robbie 
Rotten is becoming discouraged that his plans to send Sportacus away can’t work, he overhears 
the children’s plans and decides to take advantage of their ideas.  While Stephanie is on her way 
to deliver the kids’ gift, Robbie Rotten disguises as a wolf, trailing her to plant a sugar apple in the 
basket.  Pixel has devised a remote skycam to ensure her safety, but there is a collision between 
the flying camera and Robbie Rotten.  Robbie manages to beat Stephanie to Sportacus and tricks 
him into eating the sugar apple.  When Sportacus has an immediate sugar crash, Robbie 
disguises himself as Sportacus, but Stephanie doesn’t believe it is him.  She gets out of the air 
ship just in time, but the kids have to work together to end Sportacus’ sugar crash so he can save 
the air ship.  They succeed and spoil Robbie Rotten’s plan once again. 
[Educational Message:  It is fun to surprise someone you like with a special gift, but even 
more rewarding to work with your friends to make sure the right gift is delivered to the 
right person safely.] 
 
Airdate: 05/10/2014 
Time: 
Duration: 30:00 
ZOU 
ZOU’S ROBOT [EZOU112DH] 
Zou has been saving coupons from a cereal box that he plans to redeem for a toy robot.  He is 
short one coupon and Elzee, who wants the same toy, is short two coupons.  Zou suggests they 
put their coupons together and share the toy, and Elzee agrees.  Just in time, they rush to the 
store and get the last robot available.   
Educational Message:  If you and your friend both want the same toy, you can buy it 
together and agree to share playing with it.  That way, you both can have the toy you want. 
 
ZOU THE CHEF [EZOU112DH] 
Zou is going to bake a cake for Mom for Mother’s Day with his Grandma’s help.  Elzee and Zou 
work together to learn to bake the cake and to prepare cards.  When Zou’s Dad cuts the cake for 
a snack, Zou forgives him, and decides to make a new cake all on his own.  Zou struggles trying 
to bake on his own, until Mom helps him finish.  
[Educational Message:  Zou learns that sometimes you need help, even after you have 
learned to do something before.] 
 
Airdate: 05/17/2014 
Time: 
Duration: 30:00 
THE CHICA SHOW 
LIGHTS! CAMERA! CHICA! [ETCS206DH] 
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Chica is in charge of making a commercial for the Coop.  However, Chica’s parents and Kelly go 
overboard making the commercial and the main product they were displaying for the commercial 
blows up.  Then Mr. and Mrs. C and Kelly realize that they didn’t listen to Chica’s ideas nor did 
they help her by their behavior when they were filming.  On their fantasy adventure, the crew of 
Kelly, Bunji and Stitches doesn’t cooperate and “their movie” is almost ruined.  When they follow 
Chica’s direction the scene is a success.   
[Educational Message:  When you are working with others on a project or even on a game, 
if nobody listens, things will fall apart.  But when you listen and work together, the work 
will usually get done successfully.] 
 
 
STAR STRUCK CHICA [ETCS206DH] 
A famous actress, Sasha Velson, comes to the Coop.  Everybody is so star struck that they get in 
the way of everything Ms. Velson wants to do.  Later Mrs. C chastises Chica because her 
attention seeking behavior was getting in Ms. Velson’s way.  In the fantasy adventure, Chica plays 
a very famous golfer who is interrupted by an avid fan.  Finally when it’s time for Chica to try her 
final shot, she tells the fan, that she needs quiet in order to succeed with this critical shot.  The fan 
agrees and Chica hits a winning shot in the golf game. 
[Educational Message:  It is important not to interrupt another person so they can 
concentrate and their work can be completed.]  
 
Airdate: 05/17/2014 
Time: 
Duration: 30:00 
NOODLE AND DOODLE 
DINNER WITH GRANDMA [ENAD115DH] 
Watson and Korina are having a special family dinner for their grandma, and want Sean to help 
them make it extra special.  They brainstorm making placemats for each person with their photo 
and preparing colored rice and meatballs that look like porcupines.  Sean and Noodle prepare the 
porcupine meatballs using teamwork and kitchen safety.  In Doggity’s animation imagination 
segment the gang makes dessert for the grandparents.  They remind DeedleDee to be polite and 
respectful to everyone, but especially to grandparents.  They make a granny smith apple pie and 
DeedleDee practices being especially sweet and kind to the grandparents.  The kids make the 
placemats using photographs of their family, colored rice, feathers, and small decorative craft 
items.   
[Educational Message:  You can make a special meal and serve it on top of special family 
photograph placemats to create a memorable family dinner time together.] 
 
IT’S A BAND! [ENAD115DH] 
Ray and his friends love music and marching bands, and want Sean to help them make some 
instruments to make a band.  They brainstorm together to make shaker drums and “chicken, lickin’ 
drumsticks”.  The kids collect recycled items for the drums while Sean and Noodle make the 
drumsticks.  In Doggity’s animation imagination segment the gang makes a spinning spinach 
salad tutu to energize the ballerinas.  The kids make the shaker drums from recycled items and 
take the chicken drumsticks to enjoy together after marching and making some music. 
[Educational Message:  If you and your friends like music you can design shaker drums 
from recycled items to make a marching band that plays together.] 
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Airdate: 05/17/2014 
Time: 
Duration: 30:00 
JUSTIN TIME 
A TREE HOUSE TALE [EJTM121DH] 
Justin and his Dad build a tree house and Justin doesn’t want to have Ozzie the dog up to play.  
Suddenly Justin and Squidgy are with Olive in Papua New Guinea, where she lives in a tree 
house.  They work together to deliver fruit baskets to her neighbors, but lose Cici, her pet tree 
kangaroo.  They have to climb up to the Chief’s high tree house to find Cici, where they learn the 
Chief is lonely.  He realizes that no one visits him because they believe he is too busy to be 
bothered.  He thought they just didn’t like him.  They all realize that tree houses are more fun with 
friends.  When Justin returns home, he invites Ozzie up to enjoy the tree house together. 
 [Educational Message:  Special things are more fun when shared with friends.]  
 
TO THE RESCUE! [EJTM121DH] 
Justin wants to be a heroic firefighter.  His mom asks him to water the garden, but he wants more 
of an adventure.  They meet Olive in San Francisco at a fire station.  When they finally get a 
rescue call, they are needed to rescue a family of ducks.  Justin isn’t impressed.  They rescue a 
kitten and again Justin isn’t satisfied.  Olive reminds him that sometimes it is a big rescue and 
sometimes it isn’t.  Justin thinks he gets to make a big rescue, when the next call is actually 
smoke from birthday candles on a cake.  Everyone they’ve rescued is there to celebrate, and he is 
a hero to each of them.  Justin returns home and “rescues” the flowers by watering them for his 
mom. 
[Educational Message:  Every rescue doesn’t have to be amazing – many times the people 
in our lives need help with small things that are also very special.] 
 
Airdate: 05/17/2014 
Time: 
Duration: 30:00 
TREE FU TOM 
GRUBBLE TROUBLE [ETFT122DH] 
Twigs finds a small grubble and decides to make it his pet.  Tom is jealous when Twigs becomes 
infatuated with the new pet instead of enjoying their usual friendship.  Twigs gets into trouble 
when he casts a spell and the grubble doesn’t stop eating and growing.  He is too nervous to ask 
Tom for help since he had hurt Tom’s feelings, but Tom is happy to help out anyway because he 
is a true friend. 
[Educational Message: To be a good friend you need to value old friend when new ones 
come along, and help even if you are feeling hurt.] 
 
Airdate: 05/17/2014 
Time: 
Duration: 30:00 
LAZY TOWN 
PURPLE PANTHER PART 1 [ELZT302H] 
Stephanie and Ziggy are inspired by a book of museums to make their own museum of Lazy 
Town.  While everyone happily finds items for the museum, Stingy gets annoyed by the plans and 
only wants incredibly valuable items for the museum.  Stingy sneaks away to get the town clock 
for the museum but gets into trouble.  When Sportacus saves him Stingy begs for his magic 
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crystal and promises there will be no emergency in Lazy Town while the crystal is on loan to the 
museum.  The opening of the museum is very successful and the kids see how reading about 
something led to working together of a project of great historical value for Lazy Town.  The 
museum opening also set the stage for a mystery that will take some time to resolve (to be 
continued in subsequent episodes).  
[Educational Message:  When you see something interesting in a book, you can work with 
your friends and a few willing adults to help create it for your own community.] 
 
 
 
Airdate: 05/17/2014 
Time: 
Duration: 30:00 
ZOU 
ZOU’S BICYCLE [EZOU107DH] 
Zou is embarrassed to use his Grandpa’s old bicycle when he compares it to Elzee’s new bike, 
but Grandpa fixes it and adjusts it for Zou to use.  When Zach gets into an accident when he is 
riding on his scooter nearby, Zou helps him take all the old pieces to repair the scooter, and lets 
Zach ride his bike.  Then Elzee has a flat tire and Zou knows that it can be fixed and finds 
Grandpa.  Grandpa teaches them all that proper maintenance and repairs keep toys lasting for a 
long time. 
[Educational Message: Grandpa teaches Zou and his friends that you can keep your toys 
for a very long time if you take care of them properly.] 
 
ZOU AND THE RAINBOW [EZOU107DH] 
Zou, Elzee and Grandpa are drawing inside on a rainy day when they see a beautiful rainbow.  
Grandpa teaches them about rainbows, including the legend that a pot of gold is at the end of 
every rainbow.  Elzee and Zou try to find the end of the rainbow, but it disappears, so they paint 
their own rainbow and hang it outside in the garden, where Grandpa and Grandma place a special 
treasure for Elzee and Zou. 
[Educational Message:  Grandpa teaches Zou and Elzee about rainbows, and even makes 
the “pot of gold” legend come true with a little help from Grandma.] 
 
Airdate: 05/24/2014 
Time: 
Duration: 30:00 
THE CHICA SHOW 
CHICA’S CHECKLIST [ETCS208DH] 
Chica is supposed to be sorting shoes when Jett comes in with a periscope.  Chica is fascinated 
by the periscope and stops doing her work.  When Kelly realizes that Chica isn’t actually getting 
her chores completed, Jett figures out where Chica is lurking with the periscope.  Mr. and Mrs. C 
stress that Chica needs to finish all the chores on her checklist which makes Chica a bit unhappy.  
While on their fantasy adventure Kelly and Chica are out with Stiches and Bunji on a submarine.  
Chica announces that they are supposed to find a giant undersea squid, but the hatch must be 
fixed and the propeller attached before they can explore.  Bunji and Stitch play instead of doing 
their chores, so the sub takes on water and has no propulsion as they make a descent to the 
deep.  They have to divert a disaster and finish those chores.  Afterwards, they manage to find a 
giant squid before they return home. 
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[Educational Message:  Always complete your work before taking time to play.  That way, 
the things you need to do your work or just have fun will be working properly and where 
they belong when you go looking for them.]  
 
TIPPY TOP CHICA [ETCS208DH]  
Chica feels bad because she is small.  She is too short to reach up high to get her father’s wig.  
She tries on a pair of really long wings to reach long distances, but she and her father knock over 
things with the fake wings.  Chica’s father tells her they will both have to get help to reach things 
that are way up high or too far out of reach.  On their fantasy adventure, Kelly formulates a potion 
that makes all four of the group grow really tall.  Stiches and Kelly don’t like being really big.  So 
Chica tries another potion and it makes them really small.  Chica suggests blending the two liquids 
will make each of them just the right size for who they are.  Back at the store Kelly couldn’t reach 
over the counter, but Chica could walk right under the ledge to pick up a missing object.  Chica 
was just the right size after all. 
[Educational Message:  We cannot control how big or small we are, but we can find an 
advantage to being any size or any height. That will help us be happy about who we are. ]  
 
Airdate: 05/24/2014 
Time: 
Duration: 30:00 
NOODLE AND DOODLE 
I LOVE TO BUILD [ENAD117DH] 
Drew likes to pretend he is a construction worker and wonders what to make.  They brainstorm 
with Sean to create an amazing construction costume using recycled boxes and bottles, and make 
oven fries you can stack.  Sean and Noodle make the tower of fries held together with hummus 
while Drew collects the recycling items.  In Doggity’s Diner animation imagination segment the 
gang makes frosty fruit refreshers for thirsty firefighters.  Drew and his dad return and design and 
construct a digger costume.  They go to the park and share the costume and tower of fries with 
friends. 
[Educational Message:  You can make a costume about something that you love using 
recycled items from your house.] 
  
WOOF! WOOF! [ENAD117DH] 
Chloe and Malachi are trying to get their new dog Tulah to sit.  They brainstorm making dog 
training treats and make a cute doghouse in which to keep the treats.  Sean and Noodle make the 
dog bone treats together in the kitchen.  In Doggity’s Diner animation imagination segment the 
game makes a royal omelet fit for a king and queen.  The kids return after walking their dog and 
enjoy making the dog house container using craft sticks, an old tissue box, and foil.  They take the 
treats and houses and continue training their dog! 
[Educational Message: You can make dog treats to train a new dog and a crafty container 
to keep the treats in.] 
 
Airdate: 05/24/2014 
Time: 
Duration: 30:00 
JUSTIN TIME  
THE BIG TOOT [EJTM122DH] 
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Justin needs to clean up his tug boats and go to bed.  He meets Olive on her tugboat in Liverpool.  
They join her as tugboat captains and follow Harbor Master Harry’s orders.  There is an 
emergency when fog rolls in, and so they have to work together to tow in the large ship and save 
Minnie the dog.  They utilize the three different tugboats with three unique abilities to carry out the 
task.  They were able to succeed because they worked together using different strengths.  When 
Justin returns home he works with Squidgy to put away his toys. 
[Educational Message:  Big jobs require teams of people using their unique skills.] 
 
MADE IN THE TRADE [EJTM122DH] 
Justin really wants Squidgy’s new “Jupiter Storm” marble, and so he offers to trade.  They meet 
Olive in Lothal, India, a major trading port where they help her make trades.  Ravi teaches them to 
make good trades, which are those that make everybody glad.  They learn they sometimes need 
to make multiple trades to make everyone happy by getting whatever it is they want or need.  
When they return home, Justin trades all his marbles for the “Jupiter Storm” marble. 
[Educational Message:  When you are interested in making a trade, the best trade will make 
everyone happy.] 
 
Airdate: 05/24/2014 
Time: 
Duration: 30:00 
TREE FU TOM  
A RICKETY RESCUE [ETFT123DH] 
Zigzoo invents a magic wagon but needs magic sap for it to work, so the friends set off to find the 
magic sap.  Rickety gives them thoughtful advice, but when they rush into the dangerous caverns, 
Zigzoo and Squirmtum get trapped when they aren’t careful.  They have to learn Rickety’s lesson 
the hard way before the more careful friends can help save them. 
[Educational Message:  If you are careful and observant you will be safe and prepared for 
any situation – even helping your friends get out of a bad one.] 
 
Airdate: 05/24/2014 
Time: 
Duration: 30:00 
LAZY TOWN 
PURPLE PANTHER PART 2 [ELZT310DH] 
Robbie Rotten breaks out of the fake Uncle Milford statue he planted in the new museum.  He 
distracts Stingy on his guard duty with some beautiful gold coins, and tries to steal the magic 
crystal.  When the alarm goes off, Stingy won’t admit that he is in trouble.  Robbie succeeds at 
getting the magic crystal but accidentally drops it into Stingy’s pocket.  Sportacus wakes up from 
his sugar-meltdown just in time to help, but Robbie disguises himself as an inspector and accuses 
Stingy of taking the crystal, before taking it again himself.  Sportacus arrives to find the inspector 
and ends up saving Robbie Rotten as Stingy saves the crystal.  Stingy is ashamed that he 
couldn’t take better care of the crystal, but Sportacus assures him it is okay to make mistakes, so 
long as you learn from them. 
[Educational Message:  Do not be too proud to admit your mistakes; it is okay to make 
mistakes, as long as you learn from them.] 
 
Airdate: 05/24/2014 
Time: 
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Duration: 30:00 
ZOU 
ZOU LEAVES HOME [EZOU108DH] 
Zou is playing loudly, and his mom tells him to clean up his room and be quieter.  Zou decides he 
is going to leave home so he can do whatever he wants.  Dad tells him to say his goodbyes, and 
so Zou goes to each member of the family, who each help him prepare for his travels.  He realizes 
he doesn’t want to leave such a loving home, and Elzee offers to help him clean his room. 
[Educational Message:  You might have rules and limits at home, but you also have family 
and friends that love you.] 
 
 
ZOU’S CIRCUS [EZOU108DH] 
Zou decides to put on a circus show with Elzee.  Zac comes over to play, but they have a hard 
time finding a circus act for him to perform.  Zac helps Grandma with the picnic instead, but that 
ends in a messy disaster as well.  Suddenly they realize every circus needs a clown – and Zac 
has a natural talent for that! 
[Educational Message:  If you don’t have talent at one thing, work on finding something 
else that better suits your natural abilities.] 
 
Airdate: 05/31/2014 
Time: 
Duration: 30:00 
THE CHICA SHOW 
ALL OF A KIND CHICA [ETCS211DH] 
Chica is given the assignment to develop a poster for Helena’s Puppy Carnival.  She is soon 
overwhelmed by the project because she wants to do something grand.  But her parents tell her 
that “kindness counts” in the little things you do.  On her fantasy trip with Kelly, Chica is a super 
hero flying over the town of Alber-Cluckee when Kelly, as Lady Lavender, loses her hat.  Bunji, 
who is also a super hero, wants to do only big things and doesn’t help anyone.  But when Stitches 
loses his balloon, it’s Super Chica who replaces it.  When Chica and Kelly come back to the shop, 
Chica decides she doesn’t need to make a big sign.  She gives her cape to the animals so they’ll 
have a blanket at the Puppy Carnival. 
[Educational Message: You can perform small acts of kindness that will be deeply 
appreciated by others. Not all acts of kindness need to be grand and big.] 
 
CHICA’S BEACH PARTY [ETCS211DH] 
The Coop is organizing a surprise beach party in the Coop for Jett’s birthday.  Chica wants to be 
in the middle of the action, but she is given the task of looking out for Jett so the surprise can take 
place.  Chica, bored and pouting, gets distracted by a butterfly and Kelly has to run out to avoid 
ruining the surprise.  Told to pay attention, Chica dons a guards uniform and is so busy marching, 
she misses Jett approaching the entrance two more times.  Fortunately when Jett gets by her the 
next time, everyone in the store reacts quickly so the surprise isn’t ruined but Chica is dejected 
about her failure at her job. On the fantasy trip to the beach, Bunji and Stitches each forget to pay 
attention to their picnic food.  But Chica does pay attention to her and Kelly’s food and their picnic 
went perfectly.  They were even able to share with Bunji and Stitches whose food was taken by a 
seagull. 
[Educational Message:  Paying attention is very important to making sure everything goes 
as planned, whether it’s a party, your schoolwork, or even crossing the street.] 
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Airdate: 05/31/2014 
Time: 
Duration: 30:00 
NOODLE AND DOODLE 
FAMILY VACATION [ENAD114DH] 
Lexi and Lucas have been on vacation at the beach and want to make a souvenir to help 
remember it forever.  They design an everlasting sandcastle using recycled items, glue and sand 
and decide to decorate it with seashells.  Sean and Noodle make a cheese filled baked pasta 
casserole to give to the family, modeling kitchen cooperation and safety.  In Doggity’s animation 
imagination segment the gang makes crispy baked garden vegetables.  The kids work with Sean 
to turn recycled paper towel rolls and yogurt containers into an everlasting sandcastle.  They show 
their whole family their project and enjoy dinner together. 
[Educational Message:  You can remember a special beach vacation by creating a 
permanent memento using recycled items and items collected from the beach.  You can 
also celebrate the experience with a special, healthy dinner together where the family can 
share and enjoy the memento.] 
 
OUR NEW BABY [ENAD114DH] 
Lauren and Anna have a new baby brother, Nate, coming home from the hospital.  They decide to 
make “baby” angel food cakes and “big-sister” badges from recycled plastic jar lids to make the 
homecoming special.  Sean and Noodle make baby angel food cakes.  They share the tasks and 
clean up together.  In Doggity’s animation imagination segment the gang makes swaddled 
sandwich wraps for moms of newborns that are busy holding their babies.  The kids work with 
Sean to create the big sister badges and take the baby angel food cakes to share with their family 
when baby Nate arrives home. 
[Educational Message:  We can celebrate special moments in our lives, like a new baby 
brother arriving home, by making big sister badges and sharing a special treat together.] 
 
Airdate: 05/31/2014 
Time: 
Duration: 30:00 
JUSTIN TIME 
GIDDY UP, WRONG WAY! [EJTM110DH] 
Justin is tired of playing soccer because he wants to be on a team that wins.  He enters his 
imaginary world where he races horses, and he and Olive and Squidgy have to try to train the 
horse “Wrong Way” to race.  Wrong Way is known for never winning.  They find success with 
shouting “Giddy-Up”, but still lose the race.  Justin enjoyed the challenge and realized that even 
though he lost, he still had a lot of fun.  He returns home with a positive attitude about playing 
soccer and enjoying the game. 
[Educational Message:  Participating and giving something your all can be just as fun as 
winning.] 
 
WIKI WIKI WIPEOUT! [EJTM110DH] 
Justin and Squidgy find a conch shell, hear the ocean, and enter their imaginary world.  Olive is 
preparing for a luau, but trying to get to the luau island becomes an adventure for the group.  They 
attempt to build a raft, configure sails, and eventually surf to the party.  Justin learns that 
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persistence pays off when something isn’t working out, and returns home to finish making a conch 
shell necklace for his mother. 
[Educational Message:  Persistence pays off when something you are trying to do isn’t 
working out as you expected.] 
 
Airdate: 05/31/2014 
Time: 
Duration: 30:00 
TREE FU TOM 
WEATHER BOTHER [ETFT124DH] 
Twigs and Tom are enjoying leaf-boarding and are careless with the plant Tom is supposed to 
look after, while Ariella is focused on warming her eggs so they will hatch.  Zigzoo invents a 
weather machine that can create perfect weather conditions.  Ariella is excited to use it for her 
eggs, and Tom and Twigs are interested in using the machine for themselves.  They all try to 
control the weather using the machine until they eventually break it.  When they are stuck in the 
hot weather they realize their selfish mistakes. 
[Educational Message:  It is important to realize that you can never make everyone happy; 
it is best to not try and control everything but to appreciate what you have]. 
 
Airdate: 05/31/2014 
Time: 
Duration: 30:00 
LAZY TOWN 
THE FIRST DAY OF SUMMER [ELZT311DH] 
It’s the first day of summer and everyone is excited about going to the beach, including the Mayor 
and Ms. Busy Body.  The group causes such a ruckus during the packing and organizing for the 
big trip that Robbie Rotten is fuming.   He wishes that everyone in Lazy Town could disappear 
FOR-EVER.  When Robbie discovers the town is quiet he takes over the Mayor’s job and declares 
new rules to ban exercise, school attendance, and play.  However, it doesn’t take long for Robbie 
Rotten to realize he has no audience and he desperately misses the town folk, especially the kids 
who annoyed him the most.  He gets melancholy and befriends a fly.  He loses focus and 
accidentally falls into a deep well.  His shouts for help prompt Sportacus and the kids to come to 
his rescue.  Robbie is so happy and appreciative of the group’s rescue that he happily participates 
in the signature Lazy Town song and dance, sharing in the joy of having company and friends.  He 
knows he is lucky that the Lazy Town crew is loyal and caring. 
[Educational Message:  Sometimes we take our friends for granted and then we miss them 
when they are gone.  Appreciating your friends will make you feel happy that there are 
others who care about you very much.]  
 
Airdate: 05/31/2014 
Time: 
Duration: 30:00 
ZOU 
ZOU GOES CAMPING [EZOU109DH] 
Zou and Elzee are going camping.  Everyone helps Zou prepare, but when their younger friend 
Zach wants to join, Zou tells him he can camp when he is older.  Grandpa helps set up the tent in 
the backyard while sharing camp stories and, when Zach delivers supplies for Zou, Grandpa 
allows him to join the fun.  Zou and Elzee decide to invite Zach to camp with them.  
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[Educational Message:  If you can think problems through by yourself, you will be able to 
do things on your own.] 
 
ZOU AND THE POWER OUTAGE [EZOU109DH] 
There’s a power outage at Zou’s house and he and Elzee think up ways to help everyone find 
something to do that doesn’t require electricity.  They play music for Nana and Grandma, polish 
the furniture instead of vacuuming the carpet, suggest Grandpa plant seedlings instead of mowing 
the lawn, and help Dad wash the car.  When the power returns late in the evening, Zou realizes 
they are having more fun with the games they devised in the dark than with the video game that 
was interrupted. 
[Educational Message: There are lots of things we can do when there is no electricity.  It 
just takes a lot of creativity to turn inconvenience into an opportunity to do work and to 
have fun with friends and family.] 
 
Airdate: 06/07/2014 
Time: 
Duration: 30:00 
THE CHICA SHOW 
CHICA’S TASTY TREAT [ETCS209DH] 
Allie, a customer, comes in wanting a chef’s costume, and Jett also brings in a basket full of fruits.  
One of them is a longan which tastes somewhat like a grape.  Chica doesn’t want to taste the fruit 
but Allie tells her that new tastes are great.  On their fantasy adventure, Chica and Stitch are 
contestants on a cooking competition where Kelly is the judge.  Dragon fruit is one ingredient 
choice and Kelly lets it be known she doesn’t think she likes dragon fruit.  Chica’s perseveres and 
creates a dragonfruit smoothie.  Kelly takes a sip to be courteous and as she savors it, declares 
that she LOVES IT.  Chica wins the competition. 
[Educational Message:  Trying new food can be tasty and fun so always be open to a new 
taste experience.  You might find that you really like a new fruit or prepared dish.] 
 
CHICA’S SENSE-SATIONAL DAY [ETCS209DH] 
The group is playing a game in the coop where a blindfolded participant listens carefully to find out 
where each player is standing.  Shortly after the game is over a new customer, Jimmy, who is 
blind, comes into the store.  Though he cannot see, Jimmy uses all his other senses--smell, 
hearing, taste, and touch to figure out what’s in his environment. Using his sense of touch, Jimmy 
selects a captain’s hat for his costume.  Kelly and Mr. and Mrs. C blindfold Chica so she can use 
all her senses to discover where they are in the coop.  Chica was not successful in locating 
anyone with her first try, so when she and Kelly go on their fantasy adventure, they are on a 
sailboat where they use their senses to identify the smell of fish, the warmth of the sun, the wind in 
their hair, the sound of the foghorn which guides them back to shore.   
[Educational Message:  Our five senses are very important to us and if we lost one, such as 
sight, our other senses can be developed to help guide us through the world.]  
 
Airdate: 06/07/2014 
Time: 
Duration: 30:00 
NOODLE AND DOODLE 
ROAD TRIP [ENAD122DH] 
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Kevin and Katie are going on a road trip and want to think of some games to play.  They 
brainstorm together to make a bingo road game using a recycled egg carton.  Sean and Noodle 
make pin-wheel treats in the kitchen while the kids gather the pictures to use in the bingo game.  
In Doggity’s imagination animation segment the gang makes lasso lasagna to feed a group of 
hungry cowboys.  The kids return and make the bingo game using the recycled egg cartons and 
photographs.  They take both the game and the pin-wheel snack on their road trip.   
[Educational Message:  You can make a creative game for a family road trip from recycled 
items and make an interesting snack for the journey]. 
 
 
 
IT’S A HOT, HOT DAY! [ENAD122DH] 
It is a really hot day, and a group of friends are doing all they can to stay cool.  They brainstorm 
with Sean to make watermelon ice pops and colored ice cube pictures.  In Doggity’s animation 
imagination segment they make treasure chest treats using dried fruit for a group of hungry 
pirates.  The kids return and freeze colored water pops to use to paint paper towel ice cream 
cones.  They enjoy all the creative ways to stay cool on a hot day together. 
[Educational Message: You can find creative ways to stay cool on a hot day, like making 
frozen colored art work and watermelon ice pops.] 
 
Airdate: 06/07/2014 
Time: 
Duration: 30:00 
JUSTIN TIME 
JUNGLE JAM [EJTM123DH] 
Justin and Squidgy are playing with their toy airplane, and wish they could fly a real plane.  Olive 
welcomes Justin and Squidgy to her ranger station in Africa, where she monitors for animals in 
trouble.  A giraffe is in trouble, but they can’t find it in the thick of the jungle with the jeep.  Olives 
takes them to her rescue plane.  They are able to spot the baby giraffe and realize that he used 
hippos as stepping stones and is now trapped on an island.  They climb atop the parent giraffes 
and spot the underwater hippos.  They ask the hippos to line up again so they can rescue the 
baby giraffe.  Justin and Squidgy return home understanding how looking at things from above 
and below changes what you see. 
[Educational Message:  When something is lost and needs to be found, it is helpful to take 
many different perspectives to look for it in a different way.] 
 
CIRCUS SPECTACULAR [EJTM123DH] 
Justin and Squidgy try to juggle, and then travel through their imagination to meet Olive in 
Moscow, where she is learning how to be a circus star.  They join her but they are frustrated with 
their mistakes.  Yuri teaches them that mistakes are an important part of learning.  With each new 
act they make mistakes and have to take small steps towards mastery.  They learn the lesson and 
are able to join Yuri and Sasha for a performance.  When they return home they continue to 
practice juggling and have learned to enjoy the mistakes they make. 
[Educational Message:  It is okay to make mistakes when you are learning something new. 
A mistake becomes practice for later success.] 
 
Airdate: 06/07/2014 
Time: 
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Duration: 30:00 
TREE FU TOM 
TINY TOM [ETFT125DH] 
On a visit to Treetopolis, Tom feels like everyone is avoiding contact with him, but they are 
secretly planning a surprise party for his birthday.  The Mushas discover the surprise and want to 
steal the presents and cake for themselves, ruining the fun for the treelings.  In the meantime Tom 
goes to Zigzoo’s to find out why his friends are avoiding him and accidently gets zapped by the 
size-a-scope.  Tom becomes so small no one can see him.  The Mushas almost get away with 
their trick, but finally the treelings see Tom and Zigzoo changes him back just in time for the 
surprise.  They apologize for acting oddly and tell Tom why they were keeping a secret from him. 
[Educational Message:  Don’t be quick to judge the actions of your friends, when you take 
the time to talk you may be surprised.]  
 
Airdate: 06/07/2014 
Time: 
Duration: 30:00 
LAZY TOWN 
THE LAZY CUP [ELZT312DH] 
The kids are excited about the World Cup, and decide to have their own “Lazy Cup”.  They 
practice and are all ready to play until they realize they don’t have another team to play against.  
Robbie Rotten jumps in with a team of monsters he fabricated in his lair.  The stakes are if the 
Robbie Rotten team wins Sportacus has to leave town forever.  The kids are frightened by the 
monsters, and chaos prevails until Sportacus steps in to play.  However, Robbie fabricates a 
second team of characters based on soccer players.  Sportacus competes against them all by 
himself, but Stephanie manages to get away from the monster mess, giving Sportacus some 
back-up and an apple to sustain his strength.  They pull off the win.  Sportacus can stay in Lazy 
Town forever. 
[Educational Message:  You should exercise, be active, eat healthy, and be honest about 
your abilities to help your team win.] 
 
Airdate: 06/07/2014 
Time: 
Duration: 30:00 
ZOU 
ZOU UP HIGH [EZOU110DH] 
Zou and Grandpa see that hot air balloon rides are available in the park, so Grandpa buys tickets 
for himself, Zou and Elzee.  But Zou realizes he is afraid of going up high and being unable to 
come back down.  He tries different approaches to is overcome his anxiety, but nothing works until 
Grandpa shows him a balloon filled with helium and tethered with a string.  Then Zou realizes this 
will be just like the ride in the park; up and down and held steady with a string.  The next day, 
though Zou closes his eyes on the way up, he is finally able to open them while they are afloat 
and is so happy to see the clouds above and the town below. 
[Educational Message: Lots of people are afraid of going up high, but with practice and a 
little bravery it is possible to get over the fear of heights and enjoy the pleasure of 
airplanes, hot air balloons, or even climbing.]  
 
SUPER ZOU [EZOU110DH] 
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Zou decides he wants to be a super hero, so he does things a hero would do.  He finds ways to 
help others, but starts to get disappointed when they don’t call him a hero.  Grandpa teaches him 
that being a hero is different than being helpful, that being a hero is about courage and doing the 
right thing.  Zou gets a chance to be heroic when it is dark in the middle of the night and 
somebody is calling for help.  He is able to rescue Nana when she is stuck on her stair-lift during a 
power cut.  He overcomes his fear of the dark and leads the way for help. 
[Educational Message:  Zou learns that being a hero is different than being helpful, and is 
able to be a hero when he overcomes his fears.] 
 
 
 
Airdate: 06/14/2014 
Time: 
Duration: 30:00 
THE CHICA SHOW 
TECHNO-CHICA [ETCS210DH] 
The shop is in need of some technology to become more efficient.  When the land-line breaks, 
Kelly shows everyone how she can order a new costume and answer the phone with her cellular 
device.  Chica starts playing with the phone and starts to order multiples of several different 
products when she thought she was playing a game.  She is sorry, but Kelly and her parents 
stress that it will take a lot of work to undo Chica’s mistake.  They go on their fantasy adventure in 
outer space where Stitch and Bunji want to press all the buttons in the rocket ship but Kelly 
reminds them they need instructions from Engineer Chica.  Stitch pulls the ZOOM lever anyway 
and Chica has to make hasty corrections.  Now she understands why she needed to wait for Kelly 
to give her directions to use the cell phone.   
[Educational Message:  When you see a new gadget that uses technology, always ask for 
directions and permissions from a grown up before you start using it.] 
 
CHICA’S COMEDY OF ERRORS [ETCS210DH] 
Mr. and Mrs. C are planning a production of Squeakspeare but Mrs. C tells Mr. C that all the 
costumes will have to be washed before the production.  Chica rushes to tell Kelly who panics at 
the prospect of so much work.  Then she overhears Kelly tell someone that she would like to go 
on a vacation, so Chica runs to her parents and tells them Kelly is going to leave the Coop.  Mr. 
and Mrs. C panic at the prospect of Kelly leaving so close to the start of their big production.  
Then, the truth unfolds.  Everyone clarifies that Chica repeated only part of what was actually said 
by her parents or Kelly.  After a lecture from her mother on speaking before having all the 
information, Chica and Kelly go on their fantasy adventure where Chica sees how Stitches makes 
mistakes when he’s not paying attention to what is being said to him.  Now she understands why 
it’s important to have the complete story of what is happening before sharing it with others. 
[Educational Message:  If your information is incomplete or you are unsure if you are 
telling the truth, always ask someone who can help clarify before discussing the issue with 
others to help you.] 
 
Airdate: 06/14/2014 
Time: 
Duration: 30:00 
NOODLE AND DOODLE 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY, BROTHER! [ENAD123DH] 
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Mia and Cameron want to make a special outer space birthday party for their brother Tristan!  
They brainstorm making planet decorations and a solar system pizza for the party.  Sean and 
Noodle make the solar system pizzas while the family gets ready for the party.  In Doggity’s Diner 
animation imagination segment the gang creates party pita pizzas.  The siblings return and make 
a planet decoration that utilizes painting with a baseball and pizza box in a creative way.  They 
take the decorations and the pizza to enjoy at Tristan’s birthday party. 
[Educational Message:  You can make special decorations for a birthday party and a 
special treat all around a common theme – like outer space – using creativity and a little 
recycling.] 
 
 
A TRIP TO THE LAKE [ENAD123DH] 
Kayden, Micah and Ian are spending the day at the lake and want to make some boats to race.  
They brainstorm using recycled milk cartons to make boats with sails and frittata boats to eat at a 
picnic at the lake.  Sean and Noodle make the frittata boats while the kids set up for the picnic.  In 
Doggity’s Diner animation imagination segment the crew makes sea burgers for scuba diver 
diners.  The kids return and make the sail boats and take the boats and frittatas to enjoy on their 
day at the lake. 
[Educational Message:  You can make a trip to the lake special and memorable by creating 
crafty sailboats and a picnic.] 
 
Airdate: 06/14/2014 
Time: 
Duration: 30:00 
JUSTIN TIME 
OLE OLE [EJTM124DH] 
Justin is playing his new guitar.  They meet Olive in Grenada, Spain, where she dances the 
Flamenco to Justin’s playing and Squidgy’s singing.  Senor Fernando encourages them to do their 
Flamenco for the King, but the kids need him to repair Justin’s guitar strings.  Senor Fernando is 
the keeper of the grounds, and has many chores he must complete before playing guitar or fixing 
the strings.  When the King hears the music and wants them to play, Senor Fernando apologizes 
for not repairing the strings.  They share guitars from the palace and enjoy the true spirit of 
Flamenco.  When Justin returns he realizes it is Squidgy’s turn to play the guitar, and is quick to 
apologize and share the guitar. 
 [Educational Message:  If you forget about a promise you made to someone, or get 
distracted, be quick to apologize and find a way to share the fun.] 
 
GO GET GRETEL [EJTM124DH] 
Squidgy is afraid to climb, but Justin encourages him.  Suddenly they are in imagination land 
where they meet Olive in the German Alps.  Olive uses a horn as a goat-herder.  She realizes one 
of her goats has climbed the highest mountain in Germany.  Justin guides them all up the 
mountain, and the friends are good at taking advice and suggestions from one another.  The goat 
will only go down with Olive, so Justin has to encourage her again to overcome her fear, just like 
she did when climbing up the mountain.  She finds the courage to mount the last peak, and they 
bring Gretel home.  When they get back home, Squidgy is confident enough to take Justin’s 
climbing advice. 
[Educational Message:  You can help someone overcome their fears by guiding them and 
encouraging them along the way.] 
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Airdate: 06/14/2014 
Time: 
Duration: 30:00 
TREE FU TOM 
THE LOST STONE [ETFT126DH] 
The treelings are enjoying fishing in Zigzoo’s pond and reflecting on Tom’s magic and leadership 
in their most difficult situations.  When Tom realizes he is missing his “magic sap stone” he thinks 
he doesn’t have any power to be the leader for his friends in trouble, so he tries to hide the fact 
that he is missing the stone.  The friends work together to get free of the giant Wah-Wuzzle, and 
when Tom is in trouble his friends stay by his side to help him.  He finally tells them that the Wah-
Wuzzle ate the magic sap stone and they find another way to help him get the stone back. 
[Educational Message:  Good friends are eager to help out with any of your problems; 
don’t hesitate to be truthful and get their help.] 
 
Airdate: 06/14/2014 
Time: 
Duration: 30:00 
LAZY TOWN 
ROBOTICUS [ELZT301DH] 
When Sportacus saves the day again, Robbie Rotten decides to order a robot that is faster and 
stronger than Sportacus to be the town’s one and only superhero.  While Sportacus retreats to get 
faster and stronger and regain his position, “Roboticus” and Robbie Rotten prevent the children 
from having playtime.  The kids decide to challenge Roboticus as a team.  During the challenge 
Roboticus uses many obstacles to cheat and prevent the kids from winning, while Robbie traps 
Sportacus underground so that he can’t join the kids’ team.  Sportacus breaks free and joins the 
team, as the kids use teamwork and their wits to get through the race, with a little help from their 
true hero, Sportacus.  When the kids and Sportacus win, Robbie Rotten’s role as Roboticus’ 
sponsor is revealed. 
[Educational Message:  When there is a challenge, you can work hard as an individual to 
prepare yourself and then as a team work together to succeed.] 
 
Airdate: 06/14/2014 
Time: 
Duration: 30:00 
ZOU 
ZOU’S SOCCER (FOOTBALL) MATCH [EZOU111DH] 
Zou, Elzee, Poc, and Zach play soccer, with Grandpa as their referee.  Poc decides he wants to 
be the referee, but Zou becomes frustrated because Poc doesn’t know the rules.  Poc continues 
to throw off the game with his whistles, and Zou asks him not to be the referee anymore.  Poc gets 
really sad, so Elzee and Zach talk to him while Grandpa teaches Zou that upset friends are more 
important than games, and they all take the time to teach Poc the rules of soccer so that he can 
be a good referee. 
[Educational Message:  Zou and his friends learn that the best way to help an upset friend 
is to take the time to understand the situation and maybe even teach someone something 
they need to learn.] 
 
THE BIG RACE [EZOU111DH] 
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Grandpa has built homemade race cars for Zou and Elzee and the kids are ready to race around 
the yard.  However, Dad has twisted his ankle while coming down the stairs and is confined to the 
table in the den for the afternoon.  Zou feels guilty about having fun while Dad sits alone so he 
decides to play board games with Dad while Elzee races around the yard.  Distracted, Dad 
suggests he go outside for a bit and Zou has the idea of putting wheels on a chair for Dad so they 
can all be outside.  Grandpa obliges and the problem is solved by creativity and compassion. 
[Educational Message: It is always good to be considerate of other’s feelings, but if the 
sacrifice is distracting or hurting you, then think of ways that both of you can share time 
together and have fun too.] 
 
 
Airdate: 06/21/2014 
Time: 
Duration: 30:00 
THE CHICA SHOW 
COMMANDER CHICA LIFTS OFF [ETSC105DH] 
Chica wants to go to outer space but she’s also worried about making the journey because she’ll 
get homesick and lonely.  Kelly suggests she take something special on her journey, but Chica 
fills her homemade spaceship full of so much stuff she can’t get in the spaceship. She narrows her 
choice and Kelly and Chica depart with Stitches as the pilot.  They meet Lunar (Bunji), 
commander of the Moon and play ball.  Lunar shows Chica how she can still see “home” from the 
moon and that is why travel is important.  You can learn to see things differently.  They play a few 
games together and head home for more fun.  
[Educational Message:  If traveling far from home, enjoy the adventure of being in new 
places and you can take something familiar with you if it helps to keep you happy when 
you are away.]   
 
CHICA THE ARTIST [ETSC105DH] 
A father and son come into the store and want an artist’s costume.  When the father shows his 
son’s beautiful painting, Chica is prompted to share her picture of a cow. Kelly doesn’t realize it’s a 
cow, nor does she lavish as much attention on Chica’s picture, which makes Chica feel less 
confident about her work.  On their fantasy adventure, Chica, Kelly, Stitches and Bunji go to a 
museum where Stitches and Bunji pose for Chica next to a bowl of fruit and vegetables for a 
painting. Kelly (as Lavender Lilac) is an art patron who delights in Chica’s work and purchases her 
Still Life.  When they return to the store, Chica is confident enough to gives Kelly a drawing she 
made of Bunji and Kelly notices something special-- Chica’s special signature of polka dots.   
[Educational Message: Being a good artist is about enjoying the process of expressing 
your vision and feelings through painting and drawing. Develop your own style because 
your vision is what’s most important.] 
 
Airdate: 06/21/2014 
Time: 
Duration: 30:00 
NOODLE AND DOODLE 
A VISIT WITH GRANDPA [ENAD126DH] 
Stephen and Melinda are visiting their Grandpa, and want help making things from all the 
vegetables in his garden.  They brainstorm together to make herb planters and red pepper wheel 
barrels.  Sean and Noodle use lots of vegetables to make the red pepper wheel barrels while the 
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kids help their grandpa in the garden.  In Doggity’s Diner animation imagination segment the gang 
makes granny smith apple pie for grandparents – and remind DeedleDee to treat the 
grandparents with politeness and respect.  The kids arrive and use recycled plastic containers to 
make herb planters. 
[Educational Message:  You can use the vegetables from a garden to create delicious food, 
and use recycled items to make an herb planter for someone who loves to garden.] 
 
A DAY AT THE LIGHTHOUSE [ENAD126DH] 
A family at the lighthouse wants to make a souvenir lighthouse to show their dad.  They 
brainstorm to make a lighthouse from recycled containers and red craft clay.  Sean and Noodle 
make the red craft clay in the kitchen while the kids gather the recycled containers to shape the 
clay.  In Doggity’s Diner animation imagination segment the gang makes sea burgers for a group 
of hungry scuba divers.  The kids return and use little containers to shape the craft clay into a 
lighthouse.  They take home their lighthouses to show their dads what they saw! 
[Educational Message:  You can make a craft to show your parent about something you 
see on a trip, like a lighthouse.] 
 
Airdate: 06/21/2014 
Time: 
Duration: 30:00 
JUSTIN TIME 
FINDING FIFI [EJTM125DH] 
Justin and Squidgy are enjoying a game of hide-and-seek when they sneak up on Mom and Dad 
and realize they must be planning to give away MuMu Bear because he is in the charity box.  
They decide to save him and enter imagination land where they meet Olive in the French 
countryside.  Here, they are all musketeers charged with helping the Queen.  Princess Fifi is 
missing and the kids set off to rescue her.  They follow the confusing clues and are surprised to 
learn Princess Fifi is a cat!  They learn that things are not always what they seem, and that they 
need to work together to figure out such mysteries.  When Justin returns home and asks his 
parents about MuMu Bear going to charity, they tell him he is just going into the laundry. 
[Educational Message:  Things are not always as they seem, make sure you communicate 
with others to know the entire situation.] 
 
VOYAGE OF THE VOAGEURS [EJTM125DH] 
Justin and Squidgy find some toys at the park, and want to keep them.  They go on a wilderness 
adventure with Olive in New France.  They meet with Renee, a Voyageur in New France who 
delivers mail and packages around the wilderness.  They offer to help by following in their canoe 
and carrying other packages.  They find helpful resources all along the route and keep them for 
themselves, unknowingly making the journey very difficult for Renee, who is following behind 
them.  When they meet, they are quick to apologize for taking things that were meant to be 
shared.  When they are back home, Dad arrives with a canoe for their own adventure, and Justin 
and Squidgy decide to leave behind the toys they’d found at the park for others to use and enjoy. 
[Educational Message:  You may be excited to take the neat or interesting things that you 
find, but think about how they might help others and if it would be better to share these 
resources.] 
 
Airdate: 06/21/2014 
Time: 
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Duration: 30:00 
TREE FU TOM 
ONE FOR ALL [ETFT114DH] 
Rickety coaches the friends for a squizzle tournament   He teaches them that a great team needs 
leadership, listening, communication, and focus.  They have the chance to practice these skills 
while searching for an enchanted squizzle that they believe will help them win the tournament. 
 They have to work together and use movement magic to follow a series of clues that will lead 
them to the enchanted squizzle.  They locate it but then find themselves trapped in a cavern of 
falling stalagmites, and have to save each other.  They learn there wasn't really such a thing as an 
enchanted squizzle, but that the teamwork they used gave them great power to succeed with their 
escape. 
[Educational Message:  Teamwork gives you power, it isn't magical, it is created with 
practice and good coaching.] 
 
Airdate: 06/21/2014 
Time: 
Duration: 30:00 
LAZY TOWN 
TRASH TROUBLE [ELZT135DH] 
Stingy tries to dump all his garbage with the mayor.  Sportacus saves them from the messy 
disaster that unfolded.  When Stingy finds his friends, they can’t play because they’ve lost their 
toys amidst all the mess.  Robbie Rotten hears them say they won’t be able to play with so much 
trash, and he concocts a new plan to cover the town in trash so the kids can no longer play.  
Stingy tries to help his friends get organized and clean up, but they sneak away to play video 
games.  He shows them how simple it is to do it together.  They split up the work and begin to 
clean up.  Stingy sets up his recycling center, and Robbie Rotten steals all the trash and 
bombards the city with it.  The kids worry that they’ll never be able to play again, but when they 
realize Ziggy is stuck in the trash Stingy rushes out to get Sportacus to save his friend.  They 
clean up Lazytown by working together. 
[Educational Message: It is selfish to unload your trash to someone else; working together 
we can keep our home and community clean and help the environment by recycling.] 
 
Airdate: 06/21/2014 
Time: 
Duration: 30:00 
ZOU 
ZOU’S WALKIE TALKIE [EZOU113DH] 
Zou finds an old set of walkie talkies, and is excited to play with them.  All of Zou’s friends are 
busy, so he can’t find anyone to play with.  Zou gives a walkie talkie to Nana, and tells her to call 
him if she needs anything.  He uses the walkie talkie to speak with her and ask her things.  They 
are all delighted. 
[Educational Message:  Zou learns a practical and loving way to use walkie talkies when 
none of his friends are around to play.] 
 
ZOU THE POSTMAN [EZOU113DH] 
Zou helps Mom return a letter to the post office.  Post-Master Zoe teaches Zou about the postal 
system.  Zou decides to set up his own post-office.  His family uses Zou’s new system.  Zou gets 
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busy and mixes up the deliveries.  He feels disappointed, but Grandpa gives him a mailbox and 
Zou is more organized. 
[Educational Message:  When you learn to do something new, you must develop a system 
to stay organized so you can do the job well.] 
 
 
Airdate: 06/28/2014 
Time: 
Duration: 30:00 
THE CHICA SHOW 
CHICASAURUS REX [ETCS205DH] 
A little boy comes to the shop and wants to be a dinosaur. Chica decides to design a special 
dinosaur costume of her own.  She comes into the shop with a great big costume and big noisy 
feet.  In her efforts to be a “terror” Chica knocks down her father’s just completed model farm.  It’s 
a total mess.  Plus, she defaced her grandfather’s boots to make the costume.  It really hurts her 
father’s feelings.  On the fantasy adventure, she designs a big tower that she really thinks is cool.  
She asks for help building it, but when Bunji comes into the scene he immediately runs over and 
wants to knock it down.  Chica is devastated and she now understands how her father must have 
felt when she ruined his farm.  She goes back to the Coop and cleans the boots that she defaced.   
[Educational Message: If you damage someone else’s property, you should make every 
effort to restore things back to the way they were originally.] 
 
SAFARI CHICA [ETCS205DH] 
Jett brings in some fabulous African animal costumes.  While Chica and Kelly look for a missing 
costume, Mr. C passes out bananas for snack time.  Chica is upset because she can’t have more 
than one banana.  She even filches 5 bananas from Mr. C’s basket.  Her father takes them back 
and tells her (for the 3rd time) that the snacks are for everyone, and he will get something else for 
Chica.  Dejected, Chica joins Kelly for a fantasy adventure where they both are on the African 
Savannah.  There is a lovely pool of water that everyone wants to swim in, but Bunji comes in and 
uses up all the water splashing about not taking care to save some fun for the others.  Fortunately, 
there was an emergency water supply, and Kelly, Chica, and Stitches really enjoyed a nice swim 
in the pool.  Chica realizes that taking more than your share isn’t fair and volunteers to pass out 
snacks tomorrow. 
[Educational Message: Taking more than your share isn’t fair to others.] 
 
Airdate: 06/28/2014 
Time: 
Duration: 30:00 
NOODLE AND DOODLE 
MEOW MEOW [ENAD113DH] 
Samantha and her brother Joel just brought Charlie the cat home and want to make him feel 
welcome. Sean suggests making Charlie a toy and some kitty treats.  On the bus, Noodle and 
Sean bake the treats using tuna and wheat germ.  Sean, Samantha and Joel make toys for 
Charlie using tennis balls, socks, and some sticks to carry them.  When they are finished they take 
their new toys and treats home to Charlie, much to his enjoyment. 
[Educational Message: When you want your new pet to feel welcome, make sure you have 
plenty of toys and treats to make them feel at home.] 
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KINGS AND QUEENS [ENAD113DH] 
Turner and Daje have been learning about Kings and Queens in class and are looking for 
something to bring to circle time.  After brainstorming with Sean, they decide to make a crown and 
some Jelly Jewels to eat using colored gelatin and milk.  Turner and Daje return to the bus to help 
Sean make crowns using paper plates wrapped in foil and colored rock salt to decorate them.  
They take the jelly jewels and crowns back to their class to share with everyone. 
[Educational Message: Kings and queens have jewels and crowns but you can use your 
imagination to pretend you’re royalty too.] 
 
 
Airdate: 06/28/2014 
Time: 
Duration: 30:00 
JUSTIN TIME 
THE MISSING MASK [EJTM101DH] 
Justin finds a lost mask, and his mother instructs him to find the true owner of the mask.  He 
doesn’t want to obey, until he enters the imaginary world where he and Squidgy help Olive follow 
the clues to find the missing sun mask.  Luckily, they find the culprit, a monkey, who must give 
back the mask, but then is able to share in the party fun.  Justin returns home and makes a Lost & 
Found poster, because “finding treasure is fun, but giving it back is even better.” 
[Educational Message:  Things that we might not want to do, like return lost items benefit 
ourselves and others in ways we won’t realize until we take the time to think about it and 
take that action.] 
 
THE VERY LARGE BOOK OF PETS [EJTM101DH] 
Justin wants a pet, but his Dad warns him that he isn’t ready for that responsibility.  He enters his 
imaginary world where he, Squidgy, and Olive obtain and attempt to care for a pet elephant.  It 
proves to be exhausting, and Justin returns home realizing that you can’t “turn off” a real pet, so 
he will happily go to the zoo. 
[Educational Message:  Sometimes things that seem fun, are actually more responsibility 
than we are ready to handle, so thinking of alternatives to our original desire might be 
better than getting what we want.] 
 
Airdate: 06/28/2014 
Time: 
Duration: 30:00 
TREE FU TOM 
SQUIZZLE QUEST [ETFT101DH] 
Twigs shows the friends how to play a game with his family’s boomerang-like squizzle toy.  The 
friends learn to play squizzle but Twigs isn’t confident that he can make a difficult throw.  Sure 
enough, they lose the toy deep in the slimy weeds where they are afraid to go because of the 
dreaded Rickety McGlum, a spider rumored to be very frightening.  Tom draws upon his magical 
powers to advance the search. When they keep getting stuck in slime they realize they can use 
the goo to stop the quivering squizzle toy.  They use the magic to grow the slime shooters and 
retrieve the Squizzle.  Then the frightening Rickety approaches and the friends realize he is 
actually a very kind spider.  They apologize for excluding him based on the scary rumors and all 
work together to help Twigs believe he can make the difficult squizzle toss. He even uses it to 
save Zigzoo who has gotten trapped by a major slime shoot. 
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[Educational Message:  Sometimes the things you are told are not true, like someone 
saying you can’t do something because you are too small, or that something is terrible and 
scary.  Give yourself and others a chance and you may be surprised with a good outcome.] 
 
Airdate: 06/28/2014 
Time: 
Duration: 30:00 
LAZY TOWN 
REMOTE CONTROL [ELZT120DH]  
Stephanie is trying to get the group to play football.  Pixel invents a machine to tie his shoes 
instead of doing it himself.  He relies on it so much he can’t even remember how to tie his shoes.  
Pixel makes everything remote, and even tries to play sports with the remote controls.  Stephanie 
gets bored with the remote play and wants real interaction and activity.  Pixel decides he doesn’t 
want the remote if it is going to cost him his friendships.  Robbie Rotten gets hold of the remote 
and wreaks havoc.  Pixel ties his own shoe and overcomes Robbie Rotten.  He decides his own 
body is the most powerful machine and using it instead of relying on remotes will make it even 
better. 
[Educational Message: We can become over reliant on technology at the sake of true 
interaction, friendship, and healthy lifestyles – our bodies are the most powerful machines 
and we should use them.] 
 
Airdate: 06/28/2014 
Time: 
Duration: 30:00 
ZOU 
ZOU OWNS UP [EZOU114DH] 
Zou has broken Zac’s favorite toy and he’s worried what Zac will say.  Elzee tells him it will be 
alright since the breakage was accidental, but Zou avoids telling Zac all afternoon when they’re 
playing outside.  Even when Zac asks to play with the car, Zou redirects him to four other 
activities.  Finally, with Grandpa’s encouragement Zou owns up and brings the car to confess to 
Zac.  It turns out Zac just got a new car from his father and he lets Zou keep the broken one so his 
grandpa can fix it. 
[Educational Message:  If you break something that belongs to a friend, you must tell them 
as soon as possible because it’s their property and they can decide what to do about it.  
Usually, your friends will forgive you especially if the breakage was an accident.] 
 
ZOU THE DETECTIVE [EZOU114DH] 
Zou decides to be a detective, just like the characters on the TV show he likes.  He gets the 
chance to be a detective while helping Nana finds her lost false teeth.  Along the search, he helps 
Grandpa find a picture, Dad find his tie, Elzee find her purse, and Grandma find her knitting! 
[Educational Message:  There are many strategies such as retracing your steps, to find 
missing things, but sometimes missing items just turn up unexpectedly.] 
 

 
 
 
 

For 2nd Quarter 2014 
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OTHER PROGRAMMING FURNISHED BY THE NBC NETWORK THAT CONTRIBUTES, AS PART OF NBC’s 
OVERALL PROGRAMMING, TO SERVE THE EDUCATIONAL AND INFORMATIONAL NEEDS OF CHILDREN 

16 AND UNDER 
 
 

April-June 2014 
 

THERE WAS NO OTHER PROGRAMMING FOR SECOND QUARTER 2014 THAT CONTRIBUTED, AS PART 
OF NBC’S OVERALL PROGRAMMING, TO SERVE THE EDUCATION AND INFORMATIONAL NEEDS OF 
CHILDREN 16 AND UNDER. 

2nd Quarter 2014 PSAs 
 

Network Public Service Schedule April 2014 
     

        AIR DATE NETWORK SHOW TITLE HIT TIME DURATION MATERIAL ID DAY PRODUCT TITLE 

20140402 NBC SVU 9:54:13 PM 0:15 ZNBC3125H WED TMYK PINO + GIDDISH/ENVIRONMENT 

20140404 NBC FR DLINE 8:09:25 PM 0:15 ZNBC3150H FRI TMYK BRIAN WILLIAMS/EDUCATION 

20140405 NBC NOODLE 10:56:57 AM 0:15 CNFT0046000H SAT EXTERNAL PSA THIS IS A FOREST/AD COUNCIL 

20140405 NBC NOODLE 10:57:12 AM 0:15 ZNBCMC3132H SAT TMYK BOB HARPER/HEALTH 

20140405 NBC JUSTINTIME 11:26:17 AM 0:15 ZNBCMC3128H SAT TMYK KEN JEONG/HEALTH 

20140405 NBC TREE FU TOM 11:56:52 AM 0:15 CNFT0046000H SAT EXTERNAL PSA THIS IS A FOREST/AD COUNCIL 

20140405 NBC TREE FU TOM 11:57:07 AM 0:15 ZNBCMC3132H SAT TMYK BOB HARPER/HEALTH 

20140405 NBC LAZYTOWN 12:27:04 PM 0:15 CNFT0046000H SAT EXTERNAL PSA THIS IS A FOREST/AD COUNCIL 

20140405 NBC LAZYTOWN 12:27:19 PM 0:15 ZNBCMC3139H SAT TMYK DENNISHA PRATT/HEALTH 

20140412 NBC CHICA  10:27:12 AM 0:15 ZNBCMC4139H SAT TMYK TMYK S GUTHRIE/HEALTH 

20140412 NBC NOODLE 10:56:57 AM 0:15 CNFT0046000H SAT EXTERNAL PSA THIS IS A FOREST/AD COUNCIL 

20140412 NBC NOODLE 10:57:12 AM 0:15 ZNBCMC4136H SAT TMYK TMYK DOLVETT QUINCE/HEALTH 

20140412 NBC JUSTINTIME 11:26:17 AM 0:15 ZNBCMC4139H SAT TMYK TMYK S GUTHRIE/HEALTH 

20140412 NBC TREE FU TOM 11:56:52 AM 0:15 CNFT0046000H SAT EXTERNAL PSA THIS IS A FOREST/AD COUNCIL 

20140412 NBC TREE FU TOM 11:57:07 AM 0:15 ZNBCMC4136H SAT TMYK TMYK DOLVETT QUINCE/HEALTH 

20140412 NBC LAZYTOWN 12:27:11 PM 0:15 ZNBCMC4139H SAT TMYK TMYK S GUTHRIE/HEALTH 

20140412 NBC ZOU 12:56:47 PM 0:15 CNFT0046000H SAT EXTERNAL PSA THIS IS A FOREST/AD COUNCIL 

20140412 NBC ZOU 12:57:02 PM 0:15 ZNBCMC4136H SAT TMYK TMYK DOLVETT QUINCE/HEALTH 

20140412 NBC DLINE MYSTERY 9:07:05 PM 0:15 ZNBC4167H SAT TMYK TMYK/TOM BROKAW-EDUCATION 

20140412 NBC 10P SNL 10:37:16 PM 0:15 ZNBC4153H SAT TMYK TMYK/YVETTE BROWN-DIVERSITY 

20140413 NBC SU DLINE 7:31:43 PM 0:15 ZNBC4167H SUN TMYK TMYK/TOM BROKAW-EDUCATION 

20140415 NBC MONEY AN 3:47:57 AM 0:15 ZNBC4167H TUE TMYK TMYK/TOM BROKAW-EDUCATION 

20140416 NBC 9p SVU 9:51:52 PM 0:15 ZNBC4152H WED TMYK TMYK/MARISKA HARGITAY-DIVERSITY 

20140418 NBC 1ST LOOK 4:25:51 AM 0:15 ZNBC4150H FRI NBC NETWORK 

20140419 NBC ZOU 9:57:02 AM 0:15 ZNBCMC4139H SAT TMYK TMYK S GUTHRIE/HEALTH 

20140419 NBC CHICA  10:27:12 AM 0:15 ZNBCMC4136H SAT TMYK TMYK DOLVETT QUINCE/HEALTH 

20140419 NBC NOODLE 10:56:57 AM 0:15 CNFT0046000H SAT EXTERNAL PSA THIS IS A FOREST/AD COUNCIL 

20140419 NBC NOODLE 10:57:12 AM 0:15 ZNBCMC4139H SAT TMYK TMYK S GUTHRIE/HEALTH 

20140419 NBC JUSTINTIME 11:26:17 AM 0:15 ZNBCMC4136H SAT TMYK TMYK DOLVETT QUINCE/HEALTH 

20140419 NBC TREE FU TOM 11:56:52 AM 0:15 CNFT0046000H SAT EXTERNAL PSA THIS IS A FOREST/AD COUNCIL 

20140419 NBC TREE FU TOM 11:57:07 AM 0:15 ZNBCMC4139H SAT TMYK TMYK S GUTHRIE/HEALTH 

20140419 NBC LAZYTOWN 12:27:01 PM 0:15 CNFT0046000H SAT EXTERNAL PSA THIS IS A FOREST/AD COUNCIL 

20140419 NBC LAZYTOWN 12:27:16 PM 0:15 ZNBCMC4136H SAT TMYK TMYK DOLVETT QUINCE/HEALTH 

20140419 NBC DLINE MYSTERY 8:58:49 PM 0:15 ZNBC4167H SAT TMYK TMYK/TOM BROKAW-EDUCATION 

20140420 NBC DRM BUILDERS 7:30:18 PM 0:15 ZNBC4119H SUN TMYK TMYK/J SCOTT/ENVIRONMENT 

20140420 NBC MTP-S 9:52:30 AM 0:15 ZNBC4116H SUN TMYK TMYK/E CHRISTENSEN/ENVIRONMENT 

20140422 NBC MONEY AN 3:48:52 AM 0:15 ZNBC4116H TUE TMYK TMYK/E CHRISTENSEN/ENVIRONMENT 

20140423 NBC 9p SVU 9:53:13 PM 0:15 ZNBC4118H WED TMYK TMYK/K GIDDISH/ENVIRONMENT 

20140425 NBC FR DLINE 8:10:17 PM 0:15 ZNBC4114H FRI TMYK TMYK/A SWEENEY ENVIRONMENT 

20140425 NBC 1ST LOOK 4:25:02 AM 0:15 ZNBC4119H FRI TMYK TMYK/J SCOTT/ENVIRONMENT 
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20140426 NBC ZOU 9:56:47 AM 0:15 CNFT0046000H SAT EXTERNAL PSA THIS IS A FOREST/AD COUNCIL 

20140426 NBC ZOU 9:57:02 AM 0:15 ZNBCMC4136H SAT TMYK TMYK DOLVETT QUINCE/HEALTH 

20140426 NBC CHICA  10:27:12 AM 0:15 ZNBCMC4139H SAT TMYK TMYK S GUTHRIE/HEALTH 

20140426 NBC NOODLE 10:56:57 AM 0:15 CNFT0046000H SAT EXTERNAL PSA THIS IS A FOREST/AD COUNCIL 

20140426 NBC NOODLE 10:57:12 AM 0:15 ZNBCMC4136H SAT TMYK TMYK DOLVETT QUINCE/HEALTH 

20140426 NBC JUSTINTIME 11:26:17 AM 0:15 ZNBCMC4139H SAT TMYK TMYK S GUTHRIE/HEALTH 

20140426 NBC TREE FU TOM 11:56:52 AM 0:15 CNFT0046000H SAT EXTERNAL PSA THIS IS A FOREST/AD COUNCIL 

20140426 NBC TREE FU TOM 11:57:07 AM 0:15 ZNBCMC4136H SAT TMYK TMYK DOLVETT QUINCE/HEALTH 

20140426 NBC LAZYTOWN 12:27:12 PM 0:15 ZNBCMC4139H SAT TMYK TMYK S GUTHRIE/HEALTH 

20140426 NBC DLINE MYSTERY 8:59:15 PM 0:15 ZNBC4116H SAT TMYK TMYK/E CHRISTENSEN/ENVIRONMENT 

20140426 NBC 10P SNL 10:44:01 PM 0:15 ZNBC4117H SAT TMYK TMYK/RETTA/ENVIRONMENT 

20140427 NBC DRM BUILDERS 7:31:15 PM 0:15 ZNBC4114H SUN TMYK TMYK/A SWEENEY ENVIRONMENT 

20140430 NBC SVU 9:53:36 PM 0:15 ZNBC4152H WED TMYK TMYK/MARISKA HARGITAY-DIVERSITY 
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Network Public Service Schedule May 
2014 

     

        AIR DATE NETWORK SHOW TITLE HIT TIME DURATION MATERIAL ID DAY PRODUCT TITLE 

20140501 NBC MONEY AN 3:51:38 AM 0:15 ZNBC4164H THU TMYK TMYK/THE VOICE-EDUCATION 

20140503 NBC ZOU 9:57:02 AM 0:15 ZNBCMC4139H SAT TMYK TMYK S GUTHRIE/HEALTH 

20140503 NBC CHICA  10:27:12 AM 0:15 ZNBCMC4136H SAT TMYK TMYK DOLVETT QUINCE/HEALTH 

20140503 NBC NOODLE 10:56:57 AM 0:15 CNFT0046000H SAT EXTERNAL PSA THIS IS A FOREST/AD COUNCIL 

20140503 NBC NOODLE 10:57:12 AM 0:15 ZNBCMC4139H SAT TMYK TMYK S GUTHRIE/HEALTH 

20140503 NBC JUSTINTIME 11:26:17 AM 0:15 ZNBCMC4136H SAT TMYK TMYK DOLVETT QUINCE/HEALTH 

20140503 NBC TREE FU TOM 11:56:52 AM 0:15 CNFT0046000H SAT EXTERNAL PSA THIS IS A FOREST/AD COUNCIL 

20140503 NBC TREE FU TOM 11:57:07 AM 0:15 ZNBCMC4139H SAT TMYK TMYK S GUTHRIE/HEALTH 

20140503 NBC LAZYTOWN 12:26:22 PM 0:15 CNFT0046000H SAT EXTERNAL PSA THIS IS A FOREST/AD COUNCIL 

20140503 NBC LAZYTOWN 12:26:37 PM 0:15 ZNBCMC4136H SAT TMYK TMYK DOLVETT QUINCE/HEALTH 

20140503 NBC DLINE MYSTERY 8:57:26 PM 0:15 ZNBC4167H SAT TMYK TMYK/TOM BROKAW-EDUCATION 

20140504 NBC DRM BUILDERS 7:30:40 PM 0:15 ZNBC4149H SUN TMYK TMYK/ADAM LEVINE DIVERSITY 

20140508 NBC MONEY AN 3:48:51 AM 0:15 ZNBC4164H THU TMYK TMYK/THE VOICE-EDUCATION 

20140510 NBC CHICA  10:27:12 AM 0:15 ZNBCMC4139H SAT TMYK TMYK S GUTHRIE/HEALTH 

20140510 NBC NOODLE 10:56:57 AM 0:15 CNFT0046000H SAT EXTERNAL PSA THIS IS A FOREST/AD COUNCIL 

20140510 NBC NOODLE 10:57:12 AM 0:15 ZNBCMC4136H SAT TMYK TMYK DOLVETT QUINCE/HEALTH 

20140510 NBC JUSTINTIME 11:26:18 AM 0:15 ZNBCMC4139H SAT TMYK TMYK S GUTHRIE/HEALTH 

20140510 NBC TREE FU TOM 11:56:52 AM 0:15 CNFT0046000H SAT EXTERNAL PSA THIS IS A FOREST/AD COUNCIL 

20140510 NBC TREE FU TOM 11:57:07 AM 0:15 ZNBCMC4136H SAT TMYK TMYK DOLVETT QUINCE/HEALTH 

20140510 NBC LAZYTOWN 12:27:04 PM 0:15 ZNBCMC4139H SAT TMYK TMYK S GUTHRIE/HEALTH 

20140510 NBC ZOU 12:56:47 PM 0:15 CNFT0046000H SAT EXTERNAL PSA THIS IS A FOREST/AD COUNCIL 

20140510 NBC ZOU 12:57:02 PM 0:15 ZNBCMC4136H SAT TMYK TMYK DOLVETT QUINCE/HEALTH 

20140513 NBC MONEY AN 3:51:28 AM 0:15 ZNBC4150H TUE NBC NETWORK 

20140515 NBC MONEY AN 3:50:59 AM 0:15 ZNBC4164H THU TMYK TMYK/THE VOICE-EDUCATION 

20140517 NBC CHICA  10:27:12 AM 0:15 ZNBCMC4136H SAT TMYK TMYK DOLVETT QUINCE/HEALTH 

20140517 NBC NOODLE 10:56:57 AM 0:15 CNFT0046000H SAT EXTERNAL PSA THIS IS A FOREST/AD COUNCIL 

20140517 NBC NOODLE 10:57:12 AM 0:15 ZNBCMC4139H SAT TMYK TMYK S GUTHRIE/HEALTH 

20140517 NBC JUSTINTIME 11:26:18 AM 0:15 ZNBCMC4136H SAT TMYK TMYK DOLVETT QUINCE/HEALTH 

20140517 NBC TREE FU TOM 11:56:52 AM 0:15 CNFT0046000H SAT EXTERNAL PSA THIS IS A FOREST/AD COUNCIL 

20140517 NBC TREE FU TOM 11:57:07 AM 0:15 ZNBCMC4139H SAT TMYK TMYK S GUTHRIE/HEALTH 

20140517 NBC LAZYTOWN 12:26:47 PM 0:15 CNFT0046000H SAT EXTERNAL PSA THIS IS A FOREST/AD COUNCIL 

20140517 NBC LAZYTOWN 12:27:02 PM 0:15 ZNBCMC4136H SAT TMYK TMYK DOLVETT QUINCE/HEALTH 

20140517 NBC ZOU 12:57:02 PM 0:15 ZNBCMC4139H SAT TMYK TMYK S GUTHRIE/HEALTH 

20140518 NBC MTP 9:57:21 AM 0:15 ZNBC4164H SUN TMYK TMYK/THE VOICE-EDUCATION 

20140522 NBC MONEY AN 3:51:16 AM 0:15 ZNBC4164H THU TMYK TMYK/THE VOICE-EDUCATION 

20140523 NBC FR DLINE 8:10:23 PM 0:15 ZNBC4167H FRI TMYK TMYK/TOM BROKAW-EDUCATION 

20140524 NBC CHICA  10:27:12 AM 0:15 ZNBCMC4139H SAT TMYK TMYK S GUTHRIE/HEALTH 

20140524 NBC NOODLE 10:56:57 AM 0:15 CNFT0046000H SAT EXTERNAL PSA THIS IS A FOREST/AD COUNCIL 

20140524 NBC NOODLE 10:57:12 AM 0:15 ZNBCMC4136H SAT TMYK TMYK DOLVETT QUINCE/HEALTH 

20140524 NBC JUSTINTIME 11:26:18 AM 0:15 ZNBCMC4139H SAT TMYK TMYK S GUTHRIE/HEALTH 

20140524 NBC TREE FU TOM 11:56:51 AM 0:15 CNFT0046000H SAT EXTERNAL PSA THIS IS A FOREST/AD COUNCIL 

20140524 NBC TREE FU TOM 11:57:06 AM 0:15 ZNBCMC4136H SAT TMYK TMYK DOLVETT QUINCE/HEALTH 

20140524 NBC LAZYTOWN 12:26:23 PM 0:15 ZNBCMC4139H SAT TMYK TMYK S GUTHRIE/HEALTH 

20140524 NBC ZOU 12:56:47 PM 0:15 CNFT0046000H SAT EXTERNAL PSA THIS IS A FOREST/AD COUNCIL 

20140524 NBC ZOU 12:57:02 PM 0:15 ZNBCMC4136H SAT TMYK TMYK DOLVETT QUINCE/HEALTH 

20140527 NBC MONEY AN 3:52:32 AM 0:15 ZNBC4150H TUE NBC NETWORK 

20140529 NBC MONEY AN 3:50:58 AM 0:15 ZNBC4164H THU TMYK TMYK/THE VOICE-EDUCATION 

20140531 NBC LAZYTOWN 9:26:51 AM 0:15 CNFT0046000H SAT EXTERNAL PSA THIS IS A FOREST/AD COUNCIL 

20140531 NBC LAZYTOWN 9:27:06 AM 0:15 ZNBCMC4136H SAT TMYK TMYK DOLVETT QUINCE/HEALTH 

20140531 NBC ZOU 9:57:01 AM 0:15 ZNBCMC4139H SAT TMYK TMYK S GUTHRIE/HEALTH 

20140531 NBC CHICA  10:27:12 AM 0:15 ZNBCMC4136H SAT TMYK TMYK DOLVETT QUINCE/HEALTH 
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20140531 NBC JUSTINTIME 11:26:17 AM 0:15 ZNBCMC4136H SAT TMYK TMYK DOLVETT QUINCE/HEALTH 

20140531 NBC TREE FU TOM 11:56:52 AM 0:15 CNFT0046000H SAT EXTERNAL PSA THIS IS A FOREST/AD COUNCIL 

20140531 NBC TREE FU TOM 11:57:07 AM 0:15 ZNBCMC4139H SAT TMYK TMYK S GUTHRIE/HEALTH 

20140531 NBC NIGHT SHIFT 10:41:41 PM 0:15 ZNBC4118H SAT TMYK TMYK/K GIDDISH/ENVIRONMENT 
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Network Public Service Schedule June 2014 

     

        AIR DATE NETWORK SHOW TITLE HIT TIME DURATION MATERIAL ID DAY PRODUCT TITLE 

20140601 NBC MTP 9:56:38 AM 0:15 ZNBC4164H SUN TMYK TMYK/THE VOICE-EDUCATION 

20140603 NBC MONEY AN 3:48:18 AM 0:15 ZNBC4167H TUE TMYK TMYK/TOM BROKAW-EDUCATION 

20140606 NBC B.WILLIAMS 8:11:27 PM 0:15 ZNBC4167H FRI TMYK TMYK/TOM BROKAW-EDUCATION 

20140608 NBC SU DLINE 7:33:11 PM 0:15 ZNBCMC4141H SUN TMYK TMYK NANCY SNYDERMAN 

20140610 NBC MONEY AN 3:51:36 AM 0:15 ZNBC4171H TUE TMYK TMYK/MATT LAUER/EDUCATION 

20140611 NBC III TODAY MON-THUR(LIVE) 10:53:34 AM 0:15 ZNBCMC4109H WED TMYK TMYK/JAMES SCOTT DIG LITERACY 

20140611 NBC DATELINE 9:31:48 PM 0:15 ZNBC4167H WED TMYK TMYK/TOM BROKAW-EDUCATION 

20140613 NBC 1ST LOOK 6:13:47 AM 0:15 ZNBC4152H FRI TMYK TMYK/MARISKA HARGITAY-DIVERSITY 

20140614 NBC LAZYTOWN 9:27:01 AM 0:15 CNFT0046000H SAT EXTERNAL PSA THIS IS A FOREST/AD COUNCIL 

20140614 NBC LAZYTOWN 9:27:16 AM 0:15 ZNBCMC4136H SAT TMYK TMYK DOLVETT QUINCE/HEALTH 

20140614 NBC ZOU 9:57:02 AM 0:15 ZNBCMC4139H SAT TMYK TMYK S GUTHRIE/HEALTH 

20140614 NBC CHICA  10:27:12 AM 0:15 ZNBCMC4136H SAT TMYK TMYK DOLVETT QUINCE/HEALTH 

20140614 NBC NOODLE 10:56:57 AM 0:15 CNFT0046000H SAT EXTERNAL PSA THIS IS A FOREST/AD COUNCIL 

20140614 NBC NOODLE 10:57:12 AM 0:15 ZNBCMC4139H SAT TMYK TMYK S GUTHRIE/HEALTH 

20140614 NBC JUSTINTIME 11:26:17 AM 0:15 ZNBCMC4136H SAT TMYK TMYK DOLVETT QUINCE/HEALTH 

20140614 NBC TREE FU TOM 11:56:52 AM 0:15 CNFT0046000H SAT EXTERNAL PSA THIS IS A FOREST/AD COUNCIL 

20140614 NBC TREE FU TOM 11:57:07 AM 0:15 ZNBCMC4139H SAT TMYK TMYK S GUTHRIE/HEALTH 

20140614 NBC BLACKLIST 10:43:19 PM 0:15 ZNBC4152H SAT TMYK TMYK/MARISKA HARGITAY-DIVERSITY 

20140615 NBC MTP 
 

0:15 ZNBCMC4141H SUN TMYK DR NANCY SNYDERMAN/HEALTH 

20140617 NBC MONEY AN 3:49:59 AM 0:15 ZNBC4167H TUE TMYK TMYK/TOM BROKAW-EDUCATION 

20140618 NBC III TODAY MON-THUR(LIVE) 10:52:48 AM 0:15 ZNBCMC4104H WED TMYK TMYK/MORALES/GEIST DIG LITERACY 

20140618 NBC 9p SVU 9:53:43 PM 0:15 ZNBC4152H WED TMYK TMYK/MARISKA HARGITAY-DIVERSITY 

20140620 NBC FR DLINE 8:11:31 PM 0:15 ZNBC4167H FRI TMYK TMYK/TOM BROKAW-EDUCATION 

20140621 NBC CHICA  10:27:12 AM 0:15 ZNBCMC4139H SAT TMYK TMYK S GUTHRIE/HEALTH 

20140621 NBC NOODLE 10:56:57 AM 0:15 CNFT0046000H SAT EXTERNAL PSA THIS IS A FOREST/AD COUNCIL 

20140621 NBC NOODLE 10:57:12 AM 0:15 ZNBCMC4136H SAT TMYK TMYK DOLVETT QUINCE/HEALTH 

20140621 NBC JUSTINTIME 11:26:17 AM 0:15 ZNBCMC4139H SAT TMYK TMYK S GUTHRIE/HEALTH 

20140621 NBC TREE FU TOM 11:56:52 AM 0:15 CNFT0046000H SAT EXTERNAL PSA THIS IS A FOREST/AD COUNCIL 

20140621 NBC TREE FU TOM 11:57:07 AM 0:15 ZNBCMC4136H SAT TMYK TMYK DOLVETT QUINCE/HEALTH 

20140621 NBC LAZYTOWN 12:26:17 PM 0:15 ZNBCMC4139H SAT TMYK TMYK S GUTHRIE/HEALTH 

20140621 NBC ZOU 12:56:47 PM 0:15 CNFT0046000H SAT EXTERNAL PSA THIS IS A FOREST/AD COUNCIL 

20140621 NBC ZOU 12:57:02 PM 0:15 ZNBCMC4136H SAT TMYK TMYK DOLVETT QUINCE/HEALTH 

20140621 NBC 9p CRISIS 9:37:24 PM 0:15 ZNBC4152H SAT TMYK TMYK/MARISKA HARGITAY-DIVERSITY 

20140622 NBC MTP AN 
 

0:15 ZNBC4167H SUN TOM BROKAW/EDUCATION 

20140624 NBC DAYS/LIVES 12:35:54 PM 0:15 ZNBCMC4109H TUE TMYK TMYK/JAMES SCOTT DIG LITERACY 

20140624 NBC DAYS/LIVES 1:35:54 PM 0:15 ZNBCMC4109H TUE TMYK TMYK/JAMES SCOTT DIG LITERACY 

20140624 NBC MONEY AN 3:52:01 AM 0:15 ZNBC4171H TUE TMYK TMYK/MATT LAUER/EDUCATION 

20140627 NBC M VIEIRA 8:10:55 PM 0:15 ZNBCMC4141H FRI TMYK TMYK NANCY SNYDERMAN 

20140627 NBC 1ST LOOK 4:25:51 AM 0:15 ZNBC4152H FRI TMYK TMYK/MARISKA HARGITAY-DIVERSITY 

20140628 NBC CHICA  10:27:12 AM 0:15 ZNBCMC4136H SAT TMYK TMYK DOLVETT QUINCE/HEALTH 

20140628 NBC NOODLE 10:56:57 AM 0:15 CNFT0046000H SAT EXTERNAL PSA THIS IS A FOREST/AD COUNCIL 

20140628 NBC NOODLE 10:57:12 AM 0:15 ZNBCMC4139H SAT TMYK TMYK S GUTHRIE/HEALTH 

20140628 NBC JUSTINTIME 11:26:17 AM 0:15 ZNBCMC4136H SAT TMYK TMYK DOLVETT QUINCE/HEALTH 

20140628 NBC TREE FU TOM 11:56:52 AM 0:15 CNFT0046000H SAT EXTERNAL PSA THIS IS A FOREST/AD COUNCIL 

20140628 NBC TREE FU TOM 11:57:07 AM 0:15 ZNBCMC4139H SAT TMYK TMYK S GUTHRIE/HEALTH 

20140628 NBC LAZYTOWN 12:26:00 PM 0:15 CNFT0046000H SAT EXTERNAL PSA THIS IS A FOREST/AD COUNCIL 

20140628 NBC LAZYTOWN 12:26:15 PM 0:15 ZNBCMC4136H SAT TMYK TMYK DOLVETT QUINCE/HEALTH 

20140628 NBC ZOU 12:57:02 PM 0:15 ZNBCMC4139H SAT TMYK TMYK S GUTHRIE/HEALTH 

20140628 NBC TAXI 10:43:52 PM 0:15 ZNBC4152H SAT TMYK TMYK/MARISKA HARGITAY-DIVERSITY 

20140629 NBC MTP 
 

0:15 ZNBCMC4141 SUN TMYK DR NANCY SNYDERMAN/HEALTH 
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NBC NETWORK NON-BROADCAST EFFORTS 
 

April-June, 2014 
 
 
 
THE MORE YOU KNOW WEBSITE 

"The More You Know's" comprehensive website (themoreyouknow.com) provides in-depth referral 
information, in connection with the on-air public service announcements. Content includes: video 
of all current public service announcements, a general campaign overview, and referral 
information by topic to partnering agencies referenced in the PSAs. The site includes a 
comprehensive list of the campaign's accolades, including Emmy and Peabody awards. In 
addition, a behind-the-scenes story with clips from talent interviews can be viewed.   
 

NBCUniversal’s The More You Know website: 
 
Since 1989, The More You Know has brought the nation’s most important social issues to the 
forefront, and remains a trusted voice for sharing knowledge to improve lives and inspire action. 
The More You Know’s comprehensive website (themoreyouknow.com) includes in-depth resource 
and referral information on the campaign’s important focus issues including:  
• HEALTH – fighting childhood obesity, encouraging nutrition and physical fitness 
• ENVIRONMENT – encouraging everyday actions that reduce environmental impact 
• EDUCATION – recruiting new teachers and promoting their long-lasting impact   
• DIGITAL LITERACY & INTERNET SAFETY - sharing online safety tips and information   
• DIVERSITY – embracing differences and promoting inclusion, tolerance and respect  
Also featured on site is The More You Know Learning series’ Growing Up Online, a free eBook on 
digital literacy and Internet Safety. Growing Up Online is an important tool to initiate conversation 
with children about online safety.  The eBook is a media-rich, two-part learning resource that 
provides easy-to-use information about navigating the digital world in a unique and engaging way. 
Part one includes safety tips, discussion questions and key takeaways for parents and teachers. 
Part two features four entertaining video comic books for children, focused on real situations that 
come up when kids go online.  
Additional content on the site includes public service announcements, behind-the-scenes videos, 
a general overview, a talent directory, and a list of the campaign’s accolades such as the 
prestigious Emmy and Peabody awards. 
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2nd Quarter 2014 Promos 
 
Children's Television Report - 2nd Quarter 2014 

Day Air Date Time Network Show Title Promo Id 
Promo 

Title Hit Time 

FRI 04/04/2014 10:00AM NBC TDYIII 010G628NBK110 NBC KIDS 10:45AM 

FRI 04/04/2014 10:00AM NBC TDYIII 010G628NBK110 NBC KIDS 01:24PM 

FRI 04/11/2014 10:00AM NBC TDYIII 010G628NBK110 NBC KIDS 10:46AM 

FRI 04/11/2014 10:00AM NBC TDYIII 010G628NBK110 NBC KIDS 01:24PM 

FRI 04/18/2014 10:00AM NBC TDYIII 010G628NBK110 NBC KIDS 10:46AM 

FRI 04/18/2014 10:00AM NBC TDYIII 010G628NBK110 NBC KIDS 01:24PM 

FRI 04/25/2014 10:00AM NBC TDYIII 010G628NBK110 NBC KIDS 10:47AM 

FRI 04/25/2014 10:00AM NBC TDYIII 010G628NBK110 NBC KIDS 01:26PM 

FRI 05/02/2014 10:00AM NBC TDYIII 010G628NBK110 NBC KIDS 10:44AM 

FRI 05/02/2014 01:00PM NBC DOOL 010G628NBK110 NBC KIDS 01:28PM 

FRI 05/09/2014 10:00AM NBC TDYIII 010G628NBK110 NBC KIDS 10:45AM 

FRI 05/09/2014 01:00PM NBC DOOL 010G628NBK110 NBC KIDS 01:27PM 

FRI 05/16/2014 10:00AM NBC TDYIII 010G628NBK110 NBC KIDS 10:45AM 

FRI 05/16/2014 01:00PM NBC DOOL 010G628NBK110 NBC KIDS 01:25PM 

FRI 05/23/2014 10:00AM NBC TDYIII 010G628NBK110 NBC KIDS 10:44AM 

FRI 05/23/2014 01:00PM NBC DOOL 010G628NBK110 NBC KIDS 01:26PM 

FRI 05/30/2014 10:00AM NBC TDYIII 010G628NBK110 NBC KIDS 10:47AM 

FRI 05/30/2014 01:00PM NBC DOOL 010G628NBK110 NBC KIDS 01:26PM 

FRI 06/06/2014 10:00AM NBC TDYIII 010G628NBK110 NBC KIDS 10:45AM 

FRI 06/13/2014 10:00AM NBC TDYIII 010G628NBK110 NBC KIDS 10:46AM 

FRI 06/13/2014 01:00PM NBC DOOL 010G628NBK110 NBC KIDS 01:26PM 

FRI 06/20/2014 10:00AM NBC TDYIII 010G628NBK110 NBC KIDS 10:45AM 

FRI 06/20/2014 01:00PM NBC DOOL 010G628NBK110 NBC KIDS 01:27PM 

FRI 06/27/2014 10:00AM NBC TDYIII 010G628NBK110 NBC KIDS 10:48AM 

FRI 06/27/2014 01:00PM NBC DOOL 010G628NBK110 NBC KIDS 01:30PM 
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